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I seek refuge in Allah from satan the rejected 
 

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. 
 
 

Topics of Guidance: 
 

1. Allah is not begotten nor does He beget. He does not have any partners in Sovereignty. 
 

2. Allah created the universe and the humans for a specific purpose.  
The Eternal Living Existence of Allah. His Absolute Power and Command of ‘Be” and it is. 
 

3. The Predetermined Divine Plan to create – already prerecorded everything even before the 
creation.  
The messenger Makbool Husain was envisioned and encompassed even before initiation of 
the universe and the creation of anything, as the Messenger of the Original Covenant. 
 

4. The Universe and creations were initiated in His Name – Bismillah 
 

The topics numbers 5, 6, 7 will be covered in Part 2 of the Sermon. 
 

5. Fulfillment of the Prophecy of Ahmed and other prophecy’s.  
Customized religious practices revealed to the messenger.  
The Quran revealed by Allah to the messenger in accordance with Verse 27:6. 

 
6. Miracles and Proofs have gotten more profound, serious, intense, and intricate over the last 

14 years with new ongoing revelations.  
The hidden secrets and miracles in the Quran.  
Total count of Allah’s letters in 114 chapters, revealed recently.  
The messenger’s name and his letters form part of the Quran’s chapters, verses, and words. 
They are customized to reveal the name and signs granted to the messenger.  
They are embedded in the chapters, verses, and words of the Quran.  
False Claimants do not stand a chance against the Truth of messenger’s miracles.  
They will swallow what they fabricate and produce as falsehood – Moses’ example. 
Revelation of Chapter 9 with 127 verses proven through Allah and messenger’s letters. 
Clarifying miracles and proofs. The Proofs and Revelations are inexhaustible. 

 
7. Messenger “Ahmad” will be a Witness on the Day of Judgment. 

 
 
I am writing this Sermon during the fasting month of Ramazan with my Lord’s will. This 
Sermon will shed light and guidance on the “prerecording and predetermination of creating the 
heavens and the earth, as well as all of the creations that existed in the past and will exist in 
the future.” This profound Sermon will encompass the revealed, serious, and intricate proofs to 
support and prove the verses. 
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This Sermon will be very distinct from others in its subject, the meaning and interpretation of it, 
along with the Proofs and Miracles embedded in the verses but revealed now. The subject matter 
of this Sermon is “unique” and has just been revealed through inspiration from my Lord. 
None of us could have imagined, envisioned, or comprehended, or thought about what you are 
going to see and read through this “unique topic.” 
 
The Most Kind and Praiseworthy Allah appointed me a messenger on August 19, 1997. The 
Revelations over the last 14 years have steadily gotten more serious, intense, complex, and 
clarifying, while revealing the truth with new facts, Subhan Allah. It will be 14 years on 
August 19, 2011 to have served my Lord as His messenger by reciting and preaching the 
inspired revelations and message to the people, Praise be to Allah.  
 
So far, thousands of proofs, miracles, and revelations have been revealed over the last 14 years. 
Most of you are familiar now with the numbers frequently revealed through the Arabic script, 
and their translated meaning, as they relate to the Quran. Though the believers have witnessed a 
vast variety and assortment of ongoing and new revelations of different nature, this Sermon will 
serve as the starting point for all guidance and sermons (Verse 57:22) as it predates anything 
the humans can comprehend or envision as far as time is concerned. 
 
 

98:2 A messenger from Allah is reciting to them sacred instructions.  
98:3 In them there are valuable teachings. 
 
55:77 Which of your Lord's marvels can you deny? 

 
1. ALLAH – Never did He beget nor was He begotten, whereas the 
humans are. 
 
The disbelievers ask and question about Allah - whether He exists, whether He is really One or 
has partners, whether He really creates and controls everything? They also ask how did Allah or 
God come into existence? Was he born out of someone or something and does He bear offspring 
as well? To nullify their ridiculous and invalid arguments, I am going to present verses with 
proofs that have recently been inspired on the topic of “begetting and begotten.”  
 
Another topic that I will present in this section is, that the Most Gracious Lord does not have 
any partnership with the angels, nor does He have any sons or daughters to be His partners, nor 
does He have the scholars, the leaders, and self proclaimed and unauthorized religious imams to 
be His partners and advocates, as fabricated and attributed by the Children of Israel and other 
followers of the scriptures. 
 
112:2 ALLAH is the ABSOLUTE.  
112:3 Never did He beget. Nor was He begotten. 
 
90:2 The town where you (the humans) live.  
90:3 The begetting and the begotten. 
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Note that both sets of verses for Allah and His human creatures appear as verse numbers 2 and  
3 each time as proof of the “Matching Revelations.” 
 
Revealed: Both Sets of Verses: The Allah letters are 10 and 11, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 15, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 217 and 160, the diff. is 57 = 19 x 3 - Code of 19. 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 362 and 282, the sum is 644 = 14 x 46 – Code of 
14. 
 
The revelation of 1 through the letters of Allah and His messenger, as well as the Codes of 19 
and 14 revealed under the respective names is the ultimate and eventual Proof that Allah is not 
begotten from anyone nor does He beget anyone. He is One - the Supreme, the Living, and the 
Eternal, Subhan Allah. The proofs also reveal that the human beings are born out of each other, 
as decreed by Allah, the Creator of all beings and things. 
 
51:56 I did not create the jinns and the humans except to worship Me.  
51:57 I need no provisions from them, nor do I need them to feed Me.  
51:58 Allah is the Provider, the Possessor of all power, the Supreme. 
 
Miracle of 3:  The Aleefs of Absoluteness is 17 and Allah letters is 31, revealing the diff. of 
14. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absolutness are 6-5-6 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
51:58 Allah is the Provider, the Possessor of all power, the Supreme. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 14 – the Perfectly Matching 
Proof of Seven Pairs, that praises His 3 attributes mentioned in the verse. 
 
The 3 Attributes: the Provider, the Possessor of all power, the Supreme. 
 
Revealed: The Arabic Letters in each attribute are 6-7-6, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
Let me show you the miracle through each attribute by taking the GV of Allah and His 
messenger’s letters. 
 
The Provider: Allah letters are 3 and messenger’s letters are 2, the diff. is 1. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 32 and of the messenger is 130, revealing the sum of 162 
for Submission.  
 
The Possessor of all Power: Allah letters are 3 and messenger’s letters are 4, the diff. is 1. 
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 36 and of the messenger is 142, revealing the sum of 178. 
The Possessor of all Power is the Absolute Lord who has revealed the messenger’s name 178 
out of His Sacred and Profound Attribute, glory be to Him.  
 
The Supreme: Allah letters are 2 and messenger’s letters are 4, the diff. is 2. Allah is the 
Supreme and no one else can be supreme besides Him, as the revelation of 2 proves. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 31 and the GV of messenger is 130, the sum is 161=7 x 
23. 
 
6:18 He is Supreme over His creatures. He is the Most Wise, the Cognizant. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 16 and Aleefs are 5, revealing the code of 165 for the 
Absoluteness of Allah. 
  
6:18 Part: He is Supreme over His creatures. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 7 – Perfectly Matched to reveal 
the Miracle of Seven Pairs. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 48 and of the messenger is 250, revealing the diff. of 202 
for Rabb or Lord. 

 
9:40 Part: Allah’s word reigns supreme. Allah is Almighty, Most Wise. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and messenger’s letters are 16, revealing the diff. of 1. 

 
Attributing angels as sons and daughters of Allah is total blasphemy and falsehood 
 
53:19 Compare this with the female idols Allaat and Al-`Uzzah.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 6 and messenger’s letters is 7, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
53:20 And Manaat, the third one.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 9 and messenger’s letters is 8, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
53:21 Do you have sons, while He has these as daughters?  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 9 and messenger’s letters is 8, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
53:22 What a disgraceful distribution!  

 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 4 and messenger’s letters is 6, revealing the diff. of 2, for the 
disgraceful distribution and attribution of angels to be sons and daughters of Allah. The 
Revelation of 2 through Allah and His messenger’s letters is guidance to the messenger about 
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the gross sin of idolatry committed by the disbelievers and idol worshipers who associate 
partners with Allah, be He glorified. 

 
53:23 Part 1: These are but names that you made up, you and your forefathers.  
Part 3: They follow conjecture, and personal desire. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 12 and 11, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters is 16 and 15, revealing the diff. of 1 
 
53:23 Part 2: Allah never authorized such a blasphemy.  
Part 4: When the true guidance has come to them herein from their Lord. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 11 and 10, revealing the diff. of 1.  
 
53:23 Part 2: Allah never authorized such a blasphemy.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 10 and messenger’s letters is 11, revealing the diff. of 1. Allah 
has never authorized any kind of blasphemy and has forbidden it for the people. He has inspired 
the messenger to know of this truth and fact through the great revelation of 1, Subhan Allah. 
 
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 19, and GV of messenger’s letters is 412. The proof of 19 
denotes the Absoluteness of Allah as Waahed – One, and the number 412 through messenger’s 
letters is the proof, revelation, and miracle through the word “Aayaat.” 
 
Part 4: When the true guidance has come to them herein from their Lord. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 7 and the GV is perfectly 77, revealing the Miracle of Seven 
Pairs. Through the miracle of Seven Pairs, Allah provides the “true guidance” to the 
messenger.  
 
The word “true guidance – al hoda” has 3 letters of Allah and 2 letters of the messenger, to 
reveal the diff. of 1.  

 
 

Statues cannot be gods – they are dead and powerless 
 
6:74 Recall that Abraham said to his father Azar, "How could you worship statues as gods? I see 
that you and your people have gone far astray." 
21:52 He said to his father and his people, "What are these statues to which you are devoting 
yourselves?" 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 21 and 20, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
21:52 He said to his father and his people, "What are these statues to which you are devoting 
yourselves?" 
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 20 and messenger’s letters are 21, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
Revealed: Up to “statues,” the Allah letters is 14 and messenger’s letters is also 14 – 
Perfectly Matched to reveal that the statues are dead and powerless, and are made by the people 
– they are not a living creation of Allah.  

 
37:125 “Do you worship a statue, instead of the Supreme Creator?” 
37:126 “Allah; your Lord, and the Lord of your forefathers!” 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 4 and 5, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 15 and 13, revealing the diff. of 2 gods.  
 
37:126 Allah; your Lord, and the Lord of your forefathers! 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 130 and GV of messenger’s letters is 278, revealing the 
diff. of 148 saying: “Praise be to Allah 

 
The messengers are not partners with Allah nor can they be His sons. 

 
39:4 If Allah wanted to have a son, He could have chosen whomever He willed from among His 
creations. Be He glorified; He is Allah, the One, the Supreme. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 28 and messenger’s letters are 29, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
39:4 Part: If Allah wanted to have a son, He could have chosen whomever He willed from 
among His creations. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16 and messenger’s letters are 17, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
39:4 Part: If Allah wanted to have a son. 
Part: He could have chosen whomever He willed from among His creations. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 5 and 4, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 9, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
2:116 Part 1: They said, “Allah has begotten a son!” Be He glorified; never!  
Part 2: To Him belongs everything in the heavens and the earth; all are subservient to Him. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 5 and 4, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and 11, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 15, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
4:171 Part: Therefore, you shall believe in Allah and His messengers. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 9, revealing the diff. of 1.  
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Part: You shall not say, "Trinity." You shall refrain from this for your own good.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and messenger’s letters are 12, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
Part: You shall not say, "Trinity." 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and messenger’s letters are 7, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
4:171 Part: Allah is only one god. Be He glorified. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 11, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
4:171 Part: To Him belongs everything in the heavens and everything on earth. Allah suffices 
as Lord and Master. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s name initials are 14 and name letters are 19, revealing the Sacred 
Codes of 14-19 to prove that everything in the heavens and the earth belongs to Allah. 

 
19:88 They said, "The Most Gracious has begotten a son"!  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 10, revealing the diff. of 2 gods. 
This is a blasphemous statement by the disbelievers to associate partners with the Most 
Gracious; hence the revelation of 2 gods through Allah and His messenger’s letters.  
  
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 306 revealing the full name of the messenger who 
has been authorized to provide the explanation to the people through the proofs. 
 
19:88 They said, "The Most Gracious has begotten a son"!  
19:89 You have uttered a gross blasphemy.  
 
Revealed: Both Verses: The messenger’s letters is 14, and Allah’s letters is 12, revealing the 
diff. of 2 gods. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128, revealing the name of messenger Husain, who has 
been revealed the guidance to nullify the disbelievers falsehood, through the precise and intricate 
proofs of the Most Gracious. 
 
19:91 Because they claim that the Most Gracious has begotten a son.  
19:92 It is not befitting the Most Gracious that He should beget a son.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 6, revealing the glorified name of Allah. The revelation of 
66 proves that Allah does not have a son, nor is it befitting that he should beget a son, when He 
is the Creator of all humans and all things. 
 
19:90 The heavens are about to shatter, the earth is about to tear asunder, and the mountains are 
about to crumble.  
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19:93 Every single one in the heavens and the earth is a servant of the Most Gracious.  
 

Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and 14 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1. Verse 93 
mentioning that every single one in the heavens and the earth is a servant of the Most Gracious 
is marked with 14 Allah letters proving the truth.  

 
19:94 He has encompassed them, and has counted them one by one. 
 
Revealed: the Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 6, revealing the diff. of 1. The 
precision and accuracy of the count is proven through the Revelation of 1 that involve Allah and  
 
His messenger’s letter’s to reveal the difference of 1. 
 
9:30 The Jews said, "Ezra is the son of Allah," while the Christians said, "Jesus is the son of 
Allah!" These are blasphemies uttered by their mouths. They thus match the blasphemies of 
those who have disbelieved in the past. Allah condemns them. They have surely deviated.  
 
9:31 They have set up their religious leaders and scholars as lords, instead of Allah. Others 
deified the Messiah, son of Mary. They were all commanded to worship only one god. There is 
no god except He. Be He glorified, high above having any partners. 
 
Revealed: The Verse Numbers are coded to reveal the name of Lord of the Universe through 
the Miracle of Seven.  3031 = 7 x 433 revealing the name of Lord of Universe. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 40 and 41, revealing the diff. of 1. The proven revelation 
condemns the Jews, the Christians, and the religious scholars and leaders who utter blasphemies 
through their mouths by saying Ezra or Jesus is the son of Allah.  
 
9:30 The Jews said, "Ezra is the son of Allah," while the Christians said, "Jesus is the son of 
Allah!" These are blasphemies uttered by their mouths. They thus match the blasphemies of 
those who have disbelieved in the past. Allah condemns them. They have surely deviated.  
 
9:31 Part: They have set up their religious leaders and scholars as lords, instead of Allah. Others 
deified the Messiah, son of Mary. They were all commanded to worship only one god. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14 and 19 in each verse.  
 
The 19th Aleef in Verse 9:31 occurs precisely on the Aleef of “Waheda – One” to reveal through 
the Signature of 19 that Allah is One, Glory be to Him. 
 
9:31 Part: There is no god except He. Be He glorified, high above having any partners. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and messenger’s letters are 12, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 110, proving that there is no other god besides 
Allah and He does not have or need any partners, Glory be to Him. 
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9:31 Part: There is no god except He. Be He glorified  
Part: High above having any partners. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 216 and 106, revealing the diff. of 110. The 
Absoluteness of Allah 110 has been revealed twice through the letters of Allah as well as His 
messenger. 
 
9:30 Part 1: The Jews said, "Ezra is the son of Allah," while the Christians said, "Jesus is the 
son of Allah!"  
Part 2: These are blasphemies uttered by their mouths. They thus match the blasphemies of 
those who have disbelieved in the past. Allah condemns them. They have surely deviated.  
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for each part are 294 and 275, revealing the diff. of 19. This 
proves that Allah is “Waahed – One” and the disbelievers have been exposed for uttering gross 
blasphemies. 
 
9:30 Part 1: The Jews said, "Ezra is the son of Allah."  
Part: While the Christians said, "Jesus is the son of Allah!"  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 11, revealing the diff. of 1. The revelation again proves 
the blasphemies of Jews and Christians, who fail to believe in Allah as One and Absolute.  
 
Scholars and Leaders who fabricate religious laws blaspheme Allah as they are not 
authorized. 
 
42:21 Part 1: They follow idols who decree for them religious laws never authorized by Allah.  
Part 2: If it were not for the predetermined decision, they would have been judged immediately. 
Indeed, the transgressors have incurred a painful retribution. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and 6, revealing the diff. of 1. Allah, the Absolute 
is the only One who can decree the laws for the humans, and He does not allow anyone to 
fabricate or change His laws. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and 19, revealing the diff. of 2 gods. It is a gross sin and 
idolatry to set up rivals besides Allah by decreeing any religious laws not authorized by Him.  
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for each part is 207 (spelling out “his Lord”) and 321, 
revealing the diff. of 114. The Most Gracious has decreed all the laws through the proven 114 
chapters of the Quran. Anyone who does not follow His laws, adds or deletes any law, or 
fabricates unauthorized laws, will be dealt with as distorters of the Quran, and condemned to 
Hell for challenging Allah’s Absolute Authority. 
 

 
Allah is the Supreme and Sovereign 
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13:16 Part: Say, “Allah is the Creator of all things.” 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 7 and messenger’s letters is 8, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
13:16 Part: And He is the One, the Supreme. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 6 and messenger’s letters is 7, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
Revealed: For both parts, the Allah letters are 7 and 6, revealing the diff. of 1. The 
messenger’s letters are 8 and 7, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
14:48 The day will come when this earth will be substituted with a new earth, and also the 
heavens, and everyone will be brought before Allah, the One, the Supreme. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are perfectly 19, revealing the promise of Allah to recreate the 
heavens and the earth and to bring everyone before The Supreme to account for their deeds. 
 
40:16 Part 1: That is the day when everyone will be completely exposed; none of them will hide 
anything from Allah.  
Part 2: To whom belongs all sovereignty on that day? To Allah, the One, the Supreme. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 18 and 17 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The entire verse is stamped with 7 Aleefs of Absoluteness. 
 
The following verse has the attribute of Allah as “the Supreme.” The special revelation proves 
He is indeed “the Supreme” as it is firmly marked and inscribed with precise letters of Allah 
and His messenger through the revelation of 1 to prove this profound attribute. 
 
59:23 He is the One, Allah; there is no other god beside Him, The King, the Most Sacred, the 
Peace, the Most Faithful, the Supreme.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 29 and messenger’s letters are 30, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 

 
The Supreme Revelation embedded in the 3 Verses, 59:22-23-24 
 

The chapter number and its 3 verses are stamped with the messenger’s name 128, Subhan 
Allah.  Chapter 59 + Verses 22+23+24 = 128.  
In these 3 verses, the messenger’s letters are 114. The difference in 128 and 114 is precisely 
14, revealing the great Miracle of Seven Pairs. This proves that the messenger’s name letters 
are an integral part of the Quran’s verses, words, and attributes of Allah, Most Wise, Most 
High. 
 
Through the 3 valuable verses – 59:22,23,24, the Most Wise reveals 14 glorified attributes of 
His Name. This proves the great Miracle of Seven Pairs (14) as well as the Miracle of 3, 
through verses that are a set of 3. 
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Revealed: The Allah letters in 14 glorified attributes are 39 and messenger’s letters are 52. 
The sum of digits of these numbers is: 3+9+5+2 = 19.  
 
The spread of numbers from 39 to 52 inclusive is precisely 14. The sum of numbers added from 
39 to 52 is 637 = 7 x 7 13. The numbers revealed for Allah and His messenger as 39,52 = 19 x  
208. 
 
The sum of digits of chapter number 59 is 14; it is the same pattern as the occurrence of verses 
under the messenger’s name – 5 for 178 Makbool, and 9 for 128 Husain, for a total of 14 
occurrences. The sum of digits of 3 verse numbers, 22,23,24 is 4+5+6 = 15, and sum of digits 
of chapter number 59 is 5+6 = 14, revealing the diff. of 1 between the sum of digits for the 
chapter and the 3 verses. 
 
The Glorified Miracle of 14 is revealed to complement and prove the name of the messenger 
who has been granted the Sacred Miracle and Revelation. 59,22,23,24 = 14 x 4230166. The 
sum of digits in both numbers is 29 and 22, revealing the diff. of 7 once more, to reflect on the 
greatness of the miracle of Seven Pairs that covers the entire great Quran. Subhan Allah. 
 
The Glorified Revelation of Al-Quran through the Miracle: The split of Allah’s attributes in 
the 3 verses occur as: 
 
59:22 Allah’s Attributes are 3:  Knower of all secrets and declarations, the Most Gracious, the 
Most Merciful.     
59:23 Allah’s Attributes are 8: the King, the Most Sacred, the Peace, the Most Faithful, the 
Supreme, the Almighty, the Most Powerful, the Most Dignified. 
59:24 Allah’s Attributes are 3: the Creator, the Initiator, the Designer.  
 
Observe and witness the numbers 3-8-3 highlighted and bolded to give the count of Allah’s 
attributes in each of the 3 verses to reveal the number 383 for the glorious and great Quran that 
is embedded and enshrined with the Miracle of Seven Pairs (15:87), Subhan Allah. 
 
Proof through messenger’s letters that Allah is only One, and that there is no other god beside 
Him. 
 
59:22 Part: He is the One, Allah; there is no other god beside Him. 
59:23 Part: He is the One, Allah; there is no other god beside Him.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters in both verses are 32 and messenger’s letters are 18, revealing the 
diff. of 14 – the great miracle of Seven Pairs in the Glorious Quran, Subhan Allah.  
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters in each occurrence is precisely 202, revealing the 
glorified name of “Rabb – Lord.” Praise be to Allah who has granted the messenger the 
spontaneous and clarifying revelations proving, that He is indeed One and Absolute.  
 
59:22 Part: He is Allah – the One.  
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Part: There is no other god beside Him. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 5 and 4, revealing the diff. of 1, Subhan Allah. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are106 and 96, revealing the sum of 202 for Lord, 
Subhan Allah. The revelation through letters of the messenger proves that ALLAH is the only 
LORD, and there is no other god beside Him.  
 
59:22 Part: He is Allah. (howa Allaho) 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is a Perfect 66, revealing the glorified name of Allah 
who is One and Alone. 
 
Remaining Verse: the Creator, the Initiator, the Designer. To Him belong the most beautiful 
names. Glorifying Him is everything in the heavens and the earth. He is the Almighty, Most 
Wise. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 29 and messenger’s letters are 39. In the first part, the Allah 
letters was 5 and in this part they are 29, the pattern is 529. The pattern of messenger’s letters is 
339. The sum of digits for each number is 16 and 15, revealing the diff. of 1. The diff. in 
numbers 529 and 339 is 190 = 19 x 10. The sum of numbers is 529 + 339 = 868 = 14 x 62. The 
proofs are the revelation of the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14 as well as the revelation of 1. 
 
 
2. Allah created the Heavens and the Earth for a Specific Purpose - 
The Eternal, Living Existence and Presence of Allah 
 
 

98:2 A messenger from Allah is reciting to them sacred instructions.  
98:3 In them there are valuable teachings. 

 
55:77 Which of your Lord's marvels can you deny? 

 
 
Allah or Al-Rahman has always existed in the eternal past, the present, and will continue to 
exist as the only Living Lord in the eternal future. He is not bound by any time and is free of 
any needs. His Living Presence is Eternal and He is Omnipresent.  
 
** Question: What existed in the past before Allah started the process and plan of creation? The 
answer is that nothing existed except for Allah’s Presence till He created the heavens and the 
earth, and the creations in them.  
** Question: Why did He have to create the various creations? The answer is that Allah is the 
only Lord with the Great Dominion. He has assumed authority and control over the Throne and 
the great Dominion. A dominion has to have subjects and servants who can serve the Lord of 
the Dominion. An empty dominion would not make any sense, as there will be no one to 
recognize or appreciate the Creator of the great Dominion. Have you seen any king or queen 
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on earth rule over a land or country that has no citizens or subject to rule over? The system only 
works when there is a Ruler who can rule over others.  
 
20:5 The Most Gracious; He has assumed all authority over the Throne. 
 
Revealed: The verse comprises of 19 Arabic Letters, proving that the Most Gracious is in full 
Control and Authority over the Throne. 
 
The Initiator and Creator planned on having creations that will recognize Him as their 
Creator, and Lord and Master, that they will be subservient to Him, worship Him by obeying 
His commands, be loyal to Him for creating them, be appreciative to Him for providing for them, 
and that they will implore Him for all their needs, as only He could provide for them. There are 
many more reasons that will be too many to list in the Sermon. 
 
Short of creating this system, it would not have any meaning, reason, or rationale behind the 
existence of the universe. To rule and control the “Great Dominion,” the Creator assumed the 
Throne as the Lord of the Universe, but what would be the role of the subjects be that He 
created? The only way the system could work was to create creatures that Allah would dictate, 
control and then assign duties, obligations, and responsibilities to His creatures. They would be 
subservient to Him and accountable to Him. To initiate the process, He assumed all the Powers 
to create, control, provide, punish, reward, and many other roles involved in managing the vast 
number of creations, their needs and their problems.  
 
** What is the purpose of being a Lord and Master over the creations? What is the purpose of 
commanding the creations to worship Him? 
 
The answer lies in creating creations, then command them to recognize, appreciate, serve, and 
worship the Creator by obeying His commands. 
 
The example through the humans is like this. On Earth, when there is monarchy in the land, the 
king or the queen is supreme over the people, and cannot be voted out of the office till there is a 
rebellion. Some of the rebellions in the past have been violent to remove the monarchy. The top 
office is held by such self appointed leaders and all affairs of the land needs their approval. In a 
few instances, some people have been banished from the land for challenging the authority of the 
monarch, for rebelling against them, and for disobeying their commands. In the past, these rules 
used to apply; they are less frequent now. The monarchs had complete access to the provisions of 
the land, controlled them, and thereby enriched themselves and their families, without much 
regard for the general welfare of its inhabitants. This unfair system has made the people rebel in 
many instances to gain their due rights and to have a voice in the affairs of the land. The system 
of monarchy is slowly fading out and disappearing. The choice of the majority of people on earth 
in different lands is to elect representatives in government by each person voting their choice, 
called “democracy” who can then take care of their needs and interests, remove poverty and 
disease, build hospitals, schools, infrastructure of transport and telecommunications, roads, 
railways, airports, and providing jobs for the people, etc. 
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The example through the humans is like this: On earth, the people appear before the human 
judge when they have done wrong and are put on trial. When they appear before him/her, they 
bow out of courtesy and respect before taking a seat. To address the judge, they erroneously and 
sinfully call him/her as “your honor” or “your majesty” or “my lord” or “your lord” (refer to 
Verse 12:42 regarding Joseph) to acknowledge the superior authority of the judge over their case 
and their fate based on his/her decision. What is the reason for doing this? They know and fear 
that the judge has the superior power to rule in favor of them or against them; therefore, they 
give due respect by bowing and addressing the judge respectfully, expecting to receive a fair 
trial, decision, and judgment that may be favorable to them or at least a lenient sentence or 
monetary payout, if that is going to be the decision of the judge. When a person receives a 
favorable judgment, they usually say “thank you” to the judge as a gesture of appreciation. 
It should be known to all of you that the fate and destiny of the human monarchs and 
judges cited as examples here, is all fully controlled by ALLAH, the True King. He rules 
over everyone in the Heavens and the Earth. 
 
You can apply the same logic and rationale with Allah – the Creator. He is the One who 
creates, sustains, controls, and provides for His creatures. For blessing His creatures with their 
needs, He expects and deserves praise, appreciation, remembrance, reverence, and worship of 
Him, in return for the favors of granting life, offspring, jobs, education, money, and provisions 
that He grants to each one of them. As Allah is the only One who creates, grants life and death, 
and provides for His creatures, He possesses and deserves the Highest Rank and Absolute 
Authority over His creatures. They have to be subservient to His commands. He is the Ruler, the 
King, and most of all, the Creator of all things. His Supreme Authority cannot and should not be 
challenged. He has the Power to annihilate everyone and substitute a new creation, if He wills. I 
will now recite some verses on Allah having the Eternal Kingship and Sovereignty over the 
Universe. 
 
2:115 To Allah belongs the east and the west; wherever you go there will be the presence of 
Allah. Allah is Omnipresent, Omniscient. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness is 8 and Allah letters is 22, revealing the diff. of 14. 
The Seven Pairs Miracle proves and confirms that the east and the west belong to Allah, that His 
presence is everywhere, and that He is Omnipresent, Omniscient. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s name initials are 21 and messenger’s name letters are 28, 
revealing the diff. of 7. The messenger’s name initials are precisely 14 up to the name of 
“Allah” (Wajho Allah), and 21 up to “Aleem – Omniscient,” revealing the diff. of 7. 
 
2:115 Part: Wherever you go there will be the presence of Allah. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and messenger’s letters are 10, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 104 and GV of messenger’s letters is 248, the sum is 352 
revealing the “Quran 352.” Through the Quran and the messenger, Allah has provided the proof 
that no matter where you go, there is always the presence of Allah, Be He Glorified. 
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Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters in “presence of Allah – wajho Allah” is precisely 66, 
again confirming His Eternal and Living Presence wherever you may be or wherever you go. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters in the attributes of Omnipresent is 66 and in 
Omniscient is 80, revealing the diff. of 14. This is the absolute mercy of my Lord to have 
inscribed the messenger’s letters in the Most Sacred Attributes to reveal the name of Allah as 
well as the Miracle of Seven Pairs. 
 
2:115 Part: To Allah belong the east and the west.  
Part: Wherever you go there will be the presence of Allah. 
 
Revelation of Allah’s name through messenger’s letters: The GV of messenger’s letters in 
each part are 314 and 248 in each part, revealing the diff. of 66, Subhan Allah. 
 
2:115 Part: To Allah belong the east and the west. Wherever you go there will be the presence 
of Allah. 
Part: Allah is Omnipresent, Omniscient. 
 
Revelation of messenger’s name through messenger’s letters: The GV of messenger’s letters 
in each part are 562 and 256, revealing the diff. of 306, Alhumdo Lillah. 
 

Verse 5:17 proves that Allah is the only Creator. 
 
5:17 Part: To Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth, and everything 
between them.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 in the above verse, that match the number of letters in the 
Shahadah “La Elaha Ella Allah” and the GV is a Perfect 165, that also matches the GV of the 
Shahadah. The Most Praiseworthy Allah has proven by matching the statements through the 
precise revelation of number 165 that is also the GV of “Al-Samad – the Absolute.” 
 
5:17 Part:  He creates whatever He wills. Allah is Omnipotent over everything. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, signifying and highlighting Allah’s miraculous 
Power of Creation to create whatever He wills, through the Miracle of Seven Pairs of 
messenger’s letters.  
 

Verse 5:18 proves that Allah is the only One who can forgive or punish.  
 
5:18 Part: He forgives whomever He wills. 
Part: And punishes whomever He wills.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 2 and 1, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 5 and 6, revealing the diff. of 1. 
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5:18 Part: To Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth, and everything 
between them. 
 
Revealed: The letters of Allah are precisely 12, and the GV is a Perfect 165, just like the Proof 
in Verse 5:17. Moreover, the verses are consecutive to each other and reveal the diff. of 1 
through numbers 17 and 18.  
 
5:18 Part: And to Him is the final destiny. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 6, revealing the diff. of 1. This 
proves that everyone returns back to their Lord, after dying on earth.  
 
35:13 Part: Such is Allah your Lord, to Him belongs all Kingship. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are also 10 to reveal the “perfectly 
matching” revelation. This proves that Allah is the One who grants kingship to the humans on 
earth, it is all controlled by Him. 
 
54:54 Surely, the righteous have deserved gardens and rivers.  
54:55 In a position of honor at an Omnipotent King. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and 1 in each verse, revealing the miracle of 14 in reverse 
order, with verse 54:55 stamped with only 1 letter of Allah to reveal the Omnipotent King of 
the Universe. 
 
Revealed: This is the only chapter that reveals the difference of 1 between the chapter number 
54 and its 55 verses.  
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 10 in each verse, revealing the “perfectly 
matching” proofs. 
 
54:55 In a position of honor at an Omnipotent King. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letter is only 1 and messenger’s letters is 10, revealing the Absoluteness 
through the revelation of 110 of the Omnipotent King of the Great Dominion.  
59:23 Part up to King: He is the One GOD; there is no other god beside Him, The King. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters up to “KING” is precisely 19, Subhan Allah. This proves and 
confirms that the Lord of the Universe is the only TRUE KING, and there is no other god beside 
Him. His Kingship, Sovereignty, and Control are Eternal, Praise be to Allah. 
 
62:1 Glorifying Allah is everything in the heavens and everything on earth; the King, the Most 
Sacred, the Almighty, the Most Wise. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are perfectly 19, revealing the Absoluteness of Allah as One (19).  
 
62:1 Part: Glorifying Allah is everything in the heavens and everything on earth, the King. 
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are perfectly 19 up to “the King.” This proves that Allah is 
the True King of the Universe, and the Kingship of the Heavens and the Earth belongs to 
Him. 
 
The Universe and creations were initiated by Allah through a simple command saying, 
“Be,” and it is. 
 
2:117 The Initiator of the heavens and the earth: to have anything done, He simply says to it, 
"Be," and it is. 
 
Revealed: This is the first occurrence of the verse on this subject and is Perfectly Stamped and 
inscribed with 14 letters of Allah, Be He Glorified.  
 
3:47 She said, "My Lord, how can I have a son, when no man has touched me?" He said, "Allah 
thus creates whatever He wills. To have anything done, He simply says to it, `Be,' and it is. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 352, revealing and confirming that the command of “Be,” 
and it is, was issued by Him to create Jesus, son of Mary. Similarly, the Quran 352 was revealed 
through the inspirational command of Allah to Muhammad. – the prophet and messenger. 
 
3:47 Part 2: To have anything done, He simply says to it, `Be,' and it is. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and the GV is 532 = 14 x 19 x 2. This informs and 
enlightens the believers that all the revelations, proofs, and miracles, that they have witnessed so 
far are all inspired to the messenger through the simple command of Allah saying, ‘Be,’ and it 
is. 
 
The Supreme and Glorified command by Allah to have anything done consists of basically 2 
words –  “kun fayakoon – Be, and it is.” 
 
To create anything or to have anything done, it is simple for Allah Ta’ala to say the 2 words 
“Be” and it is, and it is done by His will and command, Subhan Allah.  
 
Revealed: The GV of Arabic letters is 236 and GV of messenger’s letters is 116, revealing 
the sum of 352 – Quran. It is proven through the Quran how Allah’s command is fulfilled 
within the blink of an eye.  
 
16:40 To have anything done, we simply say to it, "Be," and it is. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19, proving the command issued by Allah to appoint 
him as a messenger, so that he can deliver His Sacred Message and Revelations to the people. 
 
19:35 Part 1: It does not befit Allah that He begets a son, be He glorified.  
Part 2: To have anything done, He simply says to it, "Be," and it is. 
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 14 in each part, revealing the Sacred Miracle of 
Seven Pairs.  
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters in each part is 456 = 19 x 24 and 532 = 14 x 19 x 2. 
For the entire verse, the GV of messenger’s letters is 988 = 19 x 52. The Revelations prove that 
Allah is glorified, and is far above setting up, or needing any partners with Himself, or to beget 
a son or daughter.  
 
36:82 All He needs to do to carry out any command is to say to it, "Be," and it is. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13, and messenger’s letters are 14, revealing the diff. of 1. 
The command has been issued by Allah to reveal the secrets and miracles of the Quran to the 
messenger. When He issued the command, it was fulfilled within the blink of an eye. This 
profound Sermon is an example of the specific command. The messenger is human with 
limitations to type and put the Sermon in order, this takes time, but Allah’s command was 
carried out instantly by the angel of revelation, Gabriel. Subhan Allah.  
 
You have witnessed that the messenger’s letters have been revealed to be 14 and 19, as well as 
the Revelation of 1, through verses on “Be” and it is. This confirms the predestined Decree of 
Allah for the messenger through the Sacred Miracle of 14 and 19, as solid and undeniable 
proofs for the messenger. Subhan Allah. 
 
41:9 Say, "You disbelieve in the One who created the earth in two days, and you set up idols to 
rank with Him, though He is Lord of the universe."  
41:10 He placed on it stabilizers (mountains), made it productive, and He calculated its 
provisions in four days, to satisfy the needs of all its inhabitants.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and 21, (the numbers are multiples of 19 and 7), revealing 
the diff. of 2.  
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 32 and 30, revealing the diff. of 2. This is Proof of the 
Matching Revelation whereby Allah and His messenger’s letters reveal the diff. of 2. You may 
wonder why the Revelation of 2 instead of Revelation of 1? Read the content of the verses and 
the reason for revelation of 2 will become apparent. Verse 41:9 commands the messenger to 
address the disbelievers, to inform them that Allah is the One who created the earth in two days, 
and they still set up idols to rival and rank with Him, though He is the Lord of the Universe. 
 
41:9 Part: Say, "You disbelieve.” 
 
These are the initial 3 words in the verse (Miracle of 3), and comprise of precisely 7 letters of 
the messenger and 14 Arabic Letters. The seven letters of the messenger have the GV of 306 
enlightening the believers that the word “qul – say” is addressed to the messenger, Makbool 
Husain. 
 
41:9 Part: And you set up idols to rank with Him.  
Part: Though He is Lord of the universe.  
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 6 and 7, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
41:9 Part: And you set up idols to rank with Him. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and messenger’s letters are 6, revealing the glorified name of 
ALLAH, Most High. Note that the revelation is through the mix of Allah and His messenger’s 
letters to reveal the name of Allah. The false idols that the disbelievers set up beside Allah to 
rank with Him cannot even come close to His Glorified name, or come up with an intricate and 
incontrovertible proof and revelation similar to this. Praise be to Allah. 
 
It took the Creator two days to create the Earth, and four days to calculate its provisions to 
satisfy the needs of all its inhabitants. Verses 41:9 to 41:12 are 4 verses on the creation process 
and the time it took for the Creator and Designer to create the universe and the earth. The count 
of 4 of verses matches the 4 days it took Allah to plan and calculate the provisions for the earth’s 
inhabitants. The 2 verses 41:9-10 reveal the creation of the earth in 2 days, thus it matches the 
number 2. The number 2 and 4 when combined become 24 and you will see that Chapter 24 has 
the verse defining Allah as the Light of the Heavens and the Earth in verse 24:35, whose 
digits add up to 14, the great miracle of seven pairs.  
 
41:9-10 Revealed: Both Verses: The Aleefs of Absoluteness represent Allah as the Initiator 
and Creator – they are 8 + 11 = 19. This is the Proof that Allah created the earth and placed 
mountains as stabilizers on earth, made it productive, and provided all kinds of provisions 
through a precise calculation for its inhabitants.  
 
Revealed: The Verse Numbers are 9 and 10, revealing the sum of 19, is the GV of “Waahed - 
One” – the Signature of the Creator. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters in Verse 41:9 are 19, proving that Allah created the earth in 2 
days. The digits of chapter and verse number 4+1+9 = 14. Thus, the Master and Sacred Codes 
of 19 and 14 are wrapped around the verse on the creation of the earth by Allah. 
 
41:11 Then, He turned to the sky, when it was still gas, and said to it, and to the earth, "Come 
into existence, willingly or unwillingly." They said, "We come willingly."  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 28 and messenger’s letters are 27, revealing the great 
“Revelation of 1” Subhan Allah. You have witnessed that the messenger’s letters form part of 
the revelation of 1 together with the Creator’s letters, glory and praise be to Him. The digits of 
chapter and verse number add to 7. 
 
Proofs of Quran, Messenger, and Believers through Verse 41:11, whose digits add up to 7. 
 
41:11 Part: Then He turned to the sky, when it was still gas.   
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 352 revealing the scripture “Quran.” 
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41:11 Part: And said to it, and to the earth.  
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128 – revealing the name of the “messenger.” 
 
41:11 Part: "Come into existence, willingly or unwillingly." They said, "We come willingly."  
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 45 and GV of messenger’s letters is 272, revealing the 
diff. of 227 for “the believers.” The heavens and the earth willingly submitted to Allah’s 
command and came into existence.  
 
Now, you have read the verse and witnessed the unique and miraculous revelations inspired to 
the messenger. I will offer the explanation, otherwise you will be unable to comprehend the 
meaning behind them and the interpretation of the sacred numbers revealed herein.  
 
*** There are 3 distinct parts to Verse 41:11. The command was issued by Allah to the sky 
when it was still gas and to the earth to come into existence, willingly or unwillingly. Their 
response was to come willingly in order to prove their submission by complying and obeying the 
command of their Creator. The unique beauty of proofs embedded in this verse is as follows: 
 
Part 1 is marked exclusively through letters of the messenger revealing Quran 352. 
Part 2 is marked exclusively through letters of Allah revealing the name of the messenger 128 
Part 3 is marked with the combination of Allah and His messenger’s letters revealing the 
believers 227.  
 
This is an example of Allah’s unique and awesome wisdom to reveal as He wills, individually 
under His Name, or the messenger’s name, or combined together with a mix of letters. Glory be 
to Him. 
 
These unique and simple proofs sum up the teachings of the Quran for those who want to be 
forgiven on the Day of Judgment and to attain Paradise. Everyone has to follow and uphold the 
Quran 352 revealed through the messenger with its revelations – they all have to follow and 
obey the messenger 128 who has been clearly identified through the unique lettering and proofs 
of the Quran, to the extent that his name appears through letters of Allah in the part of the verse 
“on earth” where he was born, lives, and preaches – the ultimate command to the people is to 
believe in Allah and His messenger, to prove that they are believers 227 in the Absoluteness of 
Allah. If all the 3 steps are honored and fulfilled by the people, then PARADISE awaits them 
when they depart from Earth to return back to their Lord, pleased and pleasing. 
 
Confirmation of Submission by the Heavens and the Earth willingly, as revealed through 
the messenger’s full name 306 
 
41:11 Part 1: Then He turned to the sky, when it was still gas, and said to it, and to the earth. 
Part 2: "Come into existence, willingly or unwillingly." They said, "We come willingly." 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 578 and 272 in each part, revealing the precise 
difference of 306 – as the full name of the profound messenger and warner, Makbool Husain, 
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Subhan Allah. The Heavens and the Earth have been tested for Submission to Allah and they 
willingly submitted – now it is time for the humans to be tested through the messenger whether 
they willingly submit to Allah through the commands of the messenger. 
 
41:11 Part: Then He turned to the sky, when it was still gas.  
Part: And said to it, and to the earth, “Come into existence willingly.” 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 8 in each part to reveal the name of the 
predetermined and pre-decreed messenger Husain 128 who had already been chosen at the time 
of creation and even before that, in the grand scheme of the universe and the events to follow 
after that up to the Day of Judgment and Resurrection. Glory be to Allah. The sky and the earth 
submitted willingly to their Lord and Creator and so does the messenger wholeheartedly 
submit without questioning Allah’s Absolute Authority. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters in both parts is Perfectly 19, Subhan Allah. 
 
41:12 Part 1: Thus, He completed the seven universes in two days.  
Part 2: And set up the laws for every universe. And we adorned the lowest universe with lamps.  
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 444 and 558, revealing the diff. of 114. 
 
Revealed: Both Parts: The GV of Allah letters is a Perfect 110 revealing the Creator who is 
Absolute 110 and Perfect.  
 
41:12 Part 1: Thus, He completed the seven universes in two days.  
Part 2: And set up the laws for every universe. And we adorned the lowest universe with lamps 
and placed guards around it. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 444 and 572, revealing the diff. of 128. These 
proofs are confirmation through the Quran’s 114 chapters and through the messenger 128, 
through whom Allah has confirmed the creation of the seven universes in two days, Subhan 
Allah. 
Revealed: The difference in the revelation of numbers 114 and 128 is precisely 14. This is 
similar proof as in the Section of “Bismillah” in this Sermon. 
 
41:12 Part: Such is the design of the Almighty, the Omniscient. 
 
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 20 and Allah letters are 6, revealing the diff. of 14.  
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 122 and GV of messenger’s letters is 290, revealing the 
sum of 412 – this is the GV of “Miracle – Aayaat.” The precise and specific design is the real 
miracle of the Almighty, the Omniscient.  
 
21:30 Do the unbelievers not realize that the heaven and the earth used to be one solid mass that 
we exploded into existence? And from water we made all living things. Would they believe? 
21:32 And we rendered the sky a guarded ceiling. Yet, they are totally oblivious to all the 
portents therein. 
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Revealed: The Allah letters in each verse are 25 and 11, revealing the Miracle of 14. Through 
the Sacred Miracle and Proof of Seven Pairs, Allah confirms and proves that He exploded the 
one solid mass of the universe into existence, thus creating galaxies, stars, planets, and an 
uncountable number of other heavenly bodies. Moreover, He created all living things from water.  
The sky is rendered as a guarded ceiling. It covers the entire earth, no matter where you maybe, 
the sky is always above you. It is like the ceiling in your house that covers the house and you 
from the top. 
 
21:30 Part: Do the unbelievers not realize that the heaven and the earth used to be one solid 
mass that we exploded into existence? And from water we made all living things. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness is precisely 14, revealing the Miracle of Seven Pairs. 
 
21:32 And we rendered the sky a guarded ceiling. Yet, they are totally oblivious to all the 
portents therein. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is perfectly 77, revealing the Miracle of Seven Pairs. Note 
the profound miracle through verses 21:30 and 21:32; the first verse is marked with 14 Aleefs, 
and the next verse is marked with GV of Allah letters as 77. By concatenating both numbers as 
1477, the miracle and proof of seven pairs becomes evident proving verse 15:87. 
 
 
51:47 We constructed the sky with our hands, and we will continue to expand it.  
51:48 And we made the earth habitable; a perfect design. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 8, revealing the diff. of 1 and proving that the Creator 
has constructed the sky and will continue to expand its size. Moreover, He designed the earth to 
be perfect and habitable for the purpose that it was created. 
 

Specific Purpose of Creation 
 

10:5 Part: Allah did not create all this, except for a specific purpose. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 11, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
21:16 We did not create the heavens and the earth, and everything between them just for 
amusement.  
21:17 If we needed amusement, we could have initiated it without any of this, if that is what we 
wanted to do. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13 and 15, revealing the diff. of 2, Subhan Allah. This proves 
that the sole reason for creating everything is to put them to the Test of Submission regarding 
Allah’s Eternal Absolute Authority over all His creations. All the humans were evicted from 
Paradise for disobedience to Allah and siding with satan. The humans were sent down to earth as 
disbelievers, with blaming souls. This is the 2nd and final chance on earth to redeem their souls 
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by submitting fully to Allah, Most Sacred. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 20 and 18, revealing the diff. of 2 (gods). The test 
encompasses the willingness and voluntary acceptance of One LORD with the Absolute 
Authority or 2 gods, with satan being the 2nd god whose authority and power is NIL. The Test of 
Submission is carried out by sending messengers to the human beings who recite the messages of 
their Lord to the people and ask them to submit to Him.  
 
22:70 Part 1: Do you not realize that Allah knows everything in the heavens and everything on 
earth?  
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 17 and the Aleefs of Absoluteness are 8, revealing the 
name of the human messenger 178. The revelation of the human messenger’s name is proof that 
Allah surely knows everything in the heavens and the earth, Glory be to Him.  
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 223 spelling out the word “Al-Muhminoon – the 
Believers.” The Creator knows the number of believers that will believe in Him without doubts 
and reverence His Absolute Authority as the only Lord of the Universe. 
 
22:70 Part 2: All this is recorded in a record. This is easy for Allah to do. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is Perfectly 352, revealing the truth that the 
messenger’s name and the letters that make up his name, are all recorded in the Profound 
Master Record of Allah, which is easy for Him to do. The ultimate revelations of Quran to be 
revealed through messenger “Ahmed” are in the original master record, Subhan Allah. There are 
3 important facts to be noted through the numbers revealed. They are 178 for messenger 
Makbool, 223 for the believers, and 352 for Quran. The message is made easy to understand 
that those who uphold the entire Quran 352, and believe and follow the messenger 178, they 
will be considered to be believers 223.  
 
44:38 We did not create the heavens and the earth, and everything between them, just to play.  
44:39 We created them for a specific purpose, but most of them do not know. 
 
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 27 and messenger’s letters are 41, revealing the 
diff. of 14. The Proof of Seven Pairs through Allah and His messenger’s letters proves that the 
heavens and the earth have been created for a specific purpose, but most people remain unaware 
and do not know. 
 
45:22 Allah created the heavens and the earth for a specific purpose, in order to pay each soul 
for whatever it earned, without the least injustice. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are perfectly 19 complemented by messenger’s letters 33, to 
reveal the diff. of 14. As this verse mentions paying each soul for whatever it earned without the 
least injustice, therefore, you are witnessing the glorified miracle and proof of 19 and 14 – the 
Ultimate Miracle of the Quran. 
 
45:22 Part: In order to pay each soul for whatever it earned.  
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Part: Without the least injustice. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 3 and 4, revealing the diff. of 1. Allah is the One who will pay 
each soul for whatever they earned, without the least injustice.  
 
45:22 Part: Without the least injustice. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a Perfect 66 revealing the glorified name of Allah – the 
One who is absolutely just and fair in His judgment.  
 
46:3 We did not create the heavens and the earth, and everything between them except for a 
specific purpose, and for a finite interim. Those who disbelieve are totally oblivious to the 
warnings given to them. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 24 and messenger’s letters are 38, revealing the diff. of 14 – 
the glorified Miracle of Seven Pairs. 
 
64:3 He created the heavens and the earth for a specific purpose, and designed you, then 
perfected your design. To Him is the final destiny.  
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and Allah letters are 14, confirming the creation of 
the heavens and the earth for a specific purpose and the perfection of the design in everything 
under His Glorified Signature through the Miracle Codes of 7 and 14. 
 
64:3 Part 1: He created the heavens and the earth for a specific purpose. 
64:3 Part 2: And designed you, then perfected your design. To Him is the final destiny.  
 
Revealed: Part 1: The messenger’s letters are 12 and Allah’s letters are 8, revealing the name 
of the messenger, 128 through the Pattern and Mix of letters. 
Revealed: Part 2: The messenger’s letters are 14. 
 
Through Part 1, Allah has included the creation of the messenger 128 for the specific purpose 
as explained in an earlier part of the Sermon, and through Part 2, He is informing the people that 
He designed the messenger and perfected him, so that he is able to write the words of wisdom 
that are revealed by his LORD.  
 
64:4 He knows everything in the heavens and the earth, and He knows everything you conceal 
and everything you declare. And Allah is fully aware of the innermost thoughts.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19, revealing the Omniscience and informing the people that 
He is fully aware of everything including the hidden and innermost thoughts. 
 
64:4 Part: And Allah is fully aware of the innermost thoughts.  
 
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are a Perfect 19, proving that Allah is fully aware of the 
innermost and hidden thoughts of everyone. Certainly, no one can hide their feelings, thoughts, 
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and utterances from the Supreme and Most Wise Creator who has created and designed 
everyone and everything, Alhumdo Lillah. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 9, revealing the diff. of 1.  
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a Perfect 128, revealing the name of the messenger who 
has been granted the inspirational and customized revelations from his LORD, Subhan Allah.  
 
Revealed: Without taking into account the beginning word ‘wa – and,” the GV of messenger’s 
letters is Perfectly 178, revealing the first name of the messenger, Subhan Allah. The full name 
of the messenger, first and last names, have thus been revealed through the important attribute 
of Allah of being the Knower, and of being fully Aware of everyone’s innermost thoughts. The 
customized revelations revealing the messenger’s name should make the people ponder and 
reflect on the marvelous and unique wisdom of Allah to know everyone’s innermost thoughts, 
which has been proven by revealing the human messenger’s first and last names. When Allah, 
Most Wise knows everything about myself now and before creating me, does it not prove that 
He knows about everyone He has created?  
 
Praise be to Allah – the Omniscient, the Omnipotent, the Most Cognizant, the Most Wise, the 
Most High, the Knower of all Secrets and Declarations. I can go on to write pages in praise and 
appreciation of Allah, to whom belongs all Praise and Glory, for bestowing such immense 
mercy on me, by inspiring me with customized revelations of my name through the glorious 
Quran, which He has never granted to anyone else before, Alhumdo Lillah. 
 
64:5 Have you noted those who disbelieved in the past, then suffered the consequences of their 
decision? They incurred a painful retribution. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19. Allah is drawing the attention of the people who 
disbelieved in Him in the past when the messengers brought the message and guidance to them, 
for which they suffered the consequences of their decision and incurred His painful retribution.  
 
64:5 Part 1: Have you noted those who disbelieved in the past?  
Part 2: Then suffered the consequences of their decision. They incurred a painful retribution. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 16 and 14 in each part, revealing the diff. of 2, pointing 
out the people who disbelieved in the past and suffered the inevitable consequences for their 
arrogance and disbelief in the message of Allah. Part 2 on the consequences of their 
disbelieving decision is marked through 14 letters of the messenger – a serious reminder for the 
disbelievers to take heed through the profound messenger and warner who has been granted true 
and clarifying miracles to make it easy for them to understand the gravity and enormity of 
Allah’s message. 
 
67:2 Part 1: The One who created death and life for the purpose of distinguishing those among 
you who would do better. 
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Revealed: The Allah letters are Perfectly 14, revealing the purpose of the creation of human 
beings in order to see who would work righteousness and do better in this life which is the 2nd 
and final chance to redeem their souls. 
 
67:2 The One who created death and life for the purpose of distinguishing those among you who 
would do better. He is the Almighty, the Forgiving. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are a Perfect 19 – this important verse clarifying the test of this 
life is marked and inscribed with the miracle codes of 19 and 14 to send the proven message to 
the people from their Creator. The messenger has delivered the message to the people by 
reciting the verse with the revealed proofs, and by putting it on his website “godprovenas1” that 
is accessible to all the people. 
 
67:3 He created seven universes in layers. You do not see any imperfection in the creation by the 
Most Gracious. Keep looking; do you see any flaw? 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are a Perfect 14 – the revelation of seven pairs proves that the 
Most Gracious created seven universes in layers without any imperfection and flaw, Subhan 
Allah. 
 
Both Verses, 67:2 and 67:3 are stamped, engraved, and inscribed with the Sacred Miracles of 
14 and 19, to prove the purpose of creation and the purpose of death and life. The Sacred 
Revelations also reveal that Allah will distinguish between the believers from the disbelievers, 
and the righteous from the evil.  
 
You have witnessed the will of Allah to include the name and letters of the messenger “Ahmed” 
to make it a “praised message.” If Allah willed that no human being’s name should be 
inscribed and embedded in His Hadees and verses of the Quran, then He certainly could have 
done it, as He Alone is the Author of the Quran and fully controls everything. Allah is able to 
do all things.   
 
Some of the ignorant and disbelieving followers of the Quran may allege and accuse the 
messenger of idolatry by associating his name next to Allah. They have no idea about the most 
powerful attribute of Allah as “Al-Samad – the Absolute” and His immense and exclusive 
mercy to choose whomever He wills, and to grant any kind of miracle that He chooses. In this 
Sermon, and in the Quran, you will find examples whereby Allah granted the messengers 
authority and power that is reserved only for Him. A couple of notable examples are: The angels 
were asked to fall prostrate before Adam – a human being and not Allah, to test their submission 
to His command. Another example is that Joseph’s parents were inspired to fall prostrate to 
Joseph rather than Allah. The attribute of being the Absolute gives Allah the discretion to make 
exceptions with anyone and whenever He wills. 
 
If the Most Wise did not will the messenger’s name letters in Bismillah Al Rahman Al Raheem, 
and in the words and verses of the Quran, then He certainly has the Power and Wisdom to 
change the spellings, words, and verses, so that they will not fit any pattern nor any customized 
revelation by name. But He has shown a “True Marvel” by revealing what you see and read, as 
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He is the Omnipotent and Omniscient, and no one can rival His Wisdom and Creative 
Power.  
 
It was a predetermined decision early on to structure, plan, and lay out everything down to the 
minutest details which also included the name of this messenger, when he was decreed to be 
granted birth on earth, how long he will live to deliver the message of Allah, who his parents 
will be, what kind of knowledge and wisdom he will be granted, what miracles will be part of the 
message, and a lot more. For example, it is no coincidence that the messenger has 7 brothers and 
sisters, and his children are also 7, Masha Allah. Does this not complement the Sign and Miracle 
of Seven Pairs revealed to him? 
 
The messenger is NOT an idol worshiper, as Verses 29:25 and 46:4 will reveal and prove. In 
fact, both verses are addressed to the disbelievers who set up powerless idols beside Allah by 
following unauthorized human beings, by following the scholars as their lords, and by following 
unauthorized human books that are full of fabrications, distortions, conjecture, lies, and hearsay. 
This is considered idolatry by Allah, the Most Wise. Allah is the One who appoints and 
authorizes the messengers, then guides them through inspiration, reveals to them profound Signs 
as Authorization from Him, and watches over them. There is not a single mention in the Quran 
whereby Allah accused any messenger of idolatry or had to take back His revelations. He has 
issued warnings to the messengers not to commit any kind of idolatry and the messengers fully 
understood the warning. 
 
29:25 He said, "You worship beside Allah powerless idols due to peer pressure, just to preserve 
some friendship among you in this worldly life. But then, on the Day of Resurrection, you will 
disown one another, and curse one another. Your destiny is Hell, wherein you cannot help one 
another." 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is perfectly 306, revealing the full name of the messenger, 
Makbool Husain, who has been commanded to warn the people who set up powerless idols just 
to preserve their connections and friendship in this worldly life, without worrying or preparing 
for the Hereafter. The disbelievers will disown one another on the Day of Resurrection and in 
fact, curse one another for leading them astray. 
 
46:4 Say, "Consider the idols you have set up beside Allah. Show me what on earth did they 
create. Do they own part of the heavens? Show me any other scripture before this one, or any 
piece of established knowledge that supports your idolatry, if you are truthful." 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is perfectly 306, revealing the full name of the messenger, 
Makbool Husain, who has been commanded to address the disbelievers about their gross sin of 
idolatry by following unauthorized books and unproven knowledge through them.  
 
46:4 Part 1: Say, "Consider the idols you have set up beside Allah. Show me what on earth did 
they create. Do they own part of the heavens?  
Part 2: Show me any other scripture before this one, or any piece of established knowledge that 
supports your idolatry, if you are truthful." 
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Alternating Proof between Allah and His Messenger:  
 
Part 1: The Allah letters are 20.   Part 2:  The messenger’s letters are 21. The diff. in Allah 
and messenger’s letters is precisely 1, Subhan Allah.  
 
12:108 Say, (the messenger) "This is my path: I invite to Allah, on the basis of a clear proof, I 
and those who follow me. Allah be glorified. I am not an idol worshiper."  
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 12 and Allah letters are 26, revealing the diff. of 14. 
Praise is to Allah who has supported and clarified on behalf of the messenger that he is NOT 
and idol worshiper.  
 
12:108 Part: Say, (the messenger) "This is my path: I invite to Allah, on the basis of a clear 
proof, I and those who follow me. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 207 revealing the glorified words “his Lord – 
Rabbahoo.” 
 
12:108 Part: Say, (the messenger) "This is my path: I invite to Allah, on the basis of a clear 
proof. 
 
What is the clear proof mentioned in the verse? The Allah letters are absolutely 14 revealing 
the clear and phenomenal Miracle that has been granted to the messenger as a Profound Sign. 
 
12:108 Part: Say, (the messenger) "This is my path. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 – revealing the path of the messenger who is being 
guided through the language of the miracles assigned and bestowed upon him by the Most 
Gracious.  
 
12:108 Part: I invite to Allah, on the basis of a clear proof. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 9, revealing the diff. of 1. This 
is the clear proof from Allah through which the messenger is inviting the people to believe. 
 
12:108 Part: Say, (the messenger) "This is my path. 
Part: I, and those who follow me. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 7 in each part. The guidance and the path for the 
messenger and the believers to follow has been pointed out through the Seven Pairs Miracle 
which is the proven and the best path to follow.  
 
12:108 Part: I, and those who follow me.  
Part: Allah be glorified. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 7 in each part, for a total of 14, glory be to Allah.  
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39:36 Part 1: Is Allah not sufficient for His servant?  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 7, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
39:36 Part 2: They frighten you with the idols they set up beside Him. Whomever Allah sends 
astray, nothing can guide him. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s name initials are 19, revealing the sacred 
codes of 14-19. The messenger has brought the Truth from His Lord and has been guided 
through the Sacred Miracles of 14 and 19 that is resented by the disbelievers, as it exposes their 
false beliefs and practices. 
 
39:36 Part: They frighten you with the idols they set up beside Him.  
Part: Whomever Allah sends astray, nothing can guide him. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 13 and 12, revealing the diff. of 1. The messenger has 
been guided to the Absoluteness of Allah as One and from worshiping any kind of idols besides 
Him. 
 
39:36 Part: Whomever Allah sends astray, nothing can guide him. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and messenger’s letters are 12, revealing the diff. of 1. 
This proves that the messenger has been guided by Allah, Most High, while those who do not 
believe and follow him will be sent astray by Him. The profound revelation of 1 with the 
inclusion of Allah and His messenger’s letters is the proof for the guided ones. 
 
The proven verses recited above should enlighten the believers and all other people that the 
messenger is NOT an idol worshiper, while those who do not believe and follow him are the real 
idol worshipers. All the verses have been supported with Proofs from Allah, Most Wise. 
 
Contrary to what the disbelievers may say about the messenger, or accuse him of idolatry, my 
LORD knows the truth about him and still keeps revealing the verses with awesome proofs and 
great miracles through His Hadees by inspiring the messenger. Reflect and observe the 
following verses and their miracles embedded in them. 
 
Chapter 55 is the only chapter that is titled under the name of the Creator as “Al-Rahman.” In 
English, it is called “The Most Gracious.” Other than verse 53:55, this is the only chapter that 
mentions and repeats 31 times the beautiful verses saying: “Which of your Lord’s marvels can 
you deny?” The 7 universes and the similar number of earths, the uncountable number of His 
creations as well as the scriptures of Allah especially the Quran is full of Marvels that are 
unlimited and inexhaustible. 
 
The first verse of Chapter 55 is under the name of the chapter’s title, called Al-Rahman. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is perfectly 128 revealing the last name of the 
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messenger Husain 128, that is incorporated and embedded in the glorified name of Al-Rahman. 
 
Within the chapter, the first and last verses reveal the first name of the messenger. The first 
verse is 1 and the last verse is 78, revealing the first name of the messenger as Makbool 178. 
 
The first verse 55:1 has 6 Arabic Letters while the last verse 55:78 has 25 Arabic Letters, the 
diff. is precisely 19, Glory be to Al-Rahman who is One and Eternal.  
 
The Attributes of Al-Rahman and Possessor of Majesty and Honor are mentioned through the 
1st and last verses of Chapter 55 (Highlight of the chapter: Which of your Lord’s marvels can you 
deny?) 
 
First Verse: 55:1   Al-Rahman. 
Last Verse: 55:78 Part:  Possessor of Majesty and Honor. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 11, revealing the diff. of 1, 
This is a “new miracle” and a revelation through the chapter named after the Creator,  
Al-Rahman. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters in both verses are 10. The GV of Allah letters is 155, the sum of 
letters and GV’s is 165, revealing the profound attribute of Al-Samad and the truthful 
Shahadah, La Elaha Ellah Allah, both having the GV of 165. Praise be to Al-Rahman who is 
the Absolute Lord of the Universe.   
 
Last Verse: 55:78  Part: Possessor of Majesty and Honor. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters in these attributes is 8 and messenger’s letters is 7, revealing the 
diff. of 1, Subhan Allah. Note the inscription of messenger’s letters as 7, to augment the Miracle 
of 7. 
 
The last occurrence on “Which of your Lord’s marvels can you deny?” is Verse 55:77. It is 
numbered 77 to reveal and highlight the great miracle of Seven Pairs. This verse is wrapped 
around with preceding verse 76 and subsequent verse 78. 
 
55:76 They relax on green carpets, in beautiful surroundings. 
55:77 Which of your Lord's marvels can you deny?  
 
Revealed: Both Verses: The messenger’s name initials are 14 and name letters are 19, 
revealing the Sacred Miracle of 14-19, Praise be to Al-Rahman. 
 
55:76 They relax on green carpets, in beautiful surroundings. 
55:78 Most exalted is the name of your Lord, Possessor of Majesty and Honor. 
 
Revealed: Both Verses: The messenger’s letters are 12 and 11 in each verse, revealing the 
diff. of 1, as the great marvel from Al-Rahman. This is the mercy of the Most Gracious to 
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incorporate the messenger’s name letters in profound verses related to the glorified name of Al-
Rahman and His attributes, to reveal miracle after miracle with no limits. 
 
3. ALLAH has envisioned, predetermined, and prerecorded 
everything even before creating it. 

 
The Great Divine Plan 

 
98:2 A messenger from Allah is reciting to them sacred instructions.  
98:3 In them there are valuable teachings. 

 
55:77 Which of your Lord's marvels can you deny? 

 
The human being, Makbool Husain, was already envisioned and encompassed in Allah’s Master 
Plan and Record even before the creation of anything and was decreed and destined to become 
a messenger later on in his life after granting him birth on earth. This kind of planning, 
envisioning, and putting into fruition all of the future plans and events, is really beyond the scope 
of any logical explanation by any human being, including myself. Though I cannot explain to 
anyone’s satisfaction the reason behind Allah’s choice to choose and select me for a specific 
purpose that He had in His Plan; the relative verses and their marvels embedded in them will 
speak for themselves. I am utterly shaken up in reverence for my Lord through these new, 
stunning and truthful facts and marvels for which I express my wholehearted gratitude and 
appreciation to my Lord who has granted me what He has never granted anyone else. 
 
**The messenger Makbool Husain was envisioned and encompassed even before the 
initiation of the universe and before the creation of anything, as “Messenger of the Original 
Covenant.” 
 
7:172 Recall that your Lord summoned all the descendants of Adam, and had them bear witness 
for themselves: "Am I not your Lord?" They all said, "Yes. We bear witness." Thus, you cannot 
say on the Day of Resurrection, "We were not aware of this." 

 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 32 and messenger’s letters are 51, revealing the diff. of 19. 
Praise be to Allah who has confirmed through the Sacred Miracle of 19 that the human, 
Makbool Husain is a “Messenger and Witness over the Original Covenant” that was made by 
all the descendants of Adam before being sent to Earth.  
 
7:172 Part: Recall that your Lord summoned all the descendants of Adam, and had them bear 
witness for themselves. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 21, revealing the Sacred 
Miracle of 19, per Verse 74:30, to confirm and prove that all the humans bore witness that Allah 
is their Lord as One and the Absolute. 
 
7:172 Part: Recall that your Lord summoned all the descendants of Adam, and had them bear 
witness for themselves:  
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Part: “Am I not your Lord?” They all said, “Yes. We bear witness.” 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 21 and 12 in each part, revealing the Sacred Miracle of 
1221 again. The numbers 12 added up to 21 reveal the sum to be 165, which is the GV of the 
Shahadah and the word Al-Samad. When all the humans bore witness in the presence of Allah, 
it was to agree fully with His Absolute Authority as the only Eternal Lord and Master. 
 
7:172 Part: "Am I not your Lord?" They all said, "Yes. We bear witness." 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 12, revealing the name of the 
messenger 128, who is the witness over the Original Covenant made by all the humans with 
their Lord. 
 
7:172 Part: “Am I not your Lord?” They all said, “Yes. We bear witness.” 
Part: Thus, you cannot say on the Day of Resurrection, "We were not aware of this." 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters in each part is 362 and 668, revealing the full name 
of the messenger 306, who has been inspired to inform the people that Allah had made him the 
witness over the Original Covenant that was made by all the descendants of Adam before 
coming to Earth.  
 
When Allah asked all the descendants of Adam saying, “Am I not your Lord?”  
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 31 and GV of messenger’s letters is 134, revealing the 
sum of 165. The mix of letters of Allah and His messenger to reveal 165 through a historic 
verse, establishes the truth that the messenger was a witness over the commitment and promise – 
the Covenant – that was made by all the descendants of Adam before being sent to Earth for the 
Test. 
 
This direct, straightforward, and profound question was asked to establish and confirm the 
Absolute Authority (165) of the Lord as One, as He has no partners. Iblees (satan) had a 
hidden and an ulterior motive to claim to be a god beside Allah, but he was not given the chance 
to ask the descendants of Adam. Allah Ta’ala went ahead with His Predetermined Plan and 
got the commitment from all the Children of Adam. The messenger’s soul served as the “witness 
over the Original Covenant” when all the descendants of Adam responded to Allah’s question, 
by saying:  
 
7:172 Part: They all said, “Yes.” 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 178 for Makbool. The revelation of the 
messenger’s name confirms that he is the messenger over the Original Covenant as the 
witness. The Covenant and Pledge was made by all the descendants of Adam that Allah is the 
only LORD. The messenger’s letters and name are part of this historic testimony that is recorded 
by The Most Wise, Allah in His Master Record. 
 
7:172 Part: “Am I not your Lord?”  
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Part: They all said, “Yes.” 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 5 and 6, revealing the diff. of 1. The overwhelming and 
positive response of the humans saying, “Yes” is recorded through the revelation of the 
messenger’s name as the witness over the historic Covenant.  
 
7:172 Part: They all said, “Yes.”  
Part: We bear witness. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 178 and 50, revealing the diff. of 128, being the 
last name of the messenger. 
 
All of the humans agreed to believe in their Lord at the time of the summoning, and therefore, 
the souls of all the humans believe in the Absoluteness of their Lord. The souls tend to believe 
in its Creator and His Absoluteness, while the jinn soul tries to corrupt it and lead it astray. 
This fact is supported and proven through a specific verse. 
 
30:30 Part: Therefore, you shall devote yourself to the religion of strict monotheism.  
Part: Such is the natural instinct placed into the people by Allah.  
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 in both parts, while they are split up as 10 and 9 for 
each part to reveal the diff. of 1 also.  
 
Part: Such is the natural instinct placed into the people by Allah.  
 
Revealed: The letters of Allah are 12 to match the letters in the actual Shahadah that are 12 
also. The GV of Allah’s letters is a Perfect 165 to match with the GV of the Shahadah that is 
165 also.  
 
This proves the natural instinct placed into the people by Allah that He is One and there is no 
other god beside Him, after they agreed that Allah is the only Lord and bore witness over this 
fact and truth, as given in Verse 7:172. 
 
30:30 Part: Such creation of Allah will never change.  
Part: This is the perfect religion. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 8, revealing the diff. of 1. The messenger has 
been granted and blessed to follow the perfect religion of strict monotheism, as proven by the 
revelation of 1 through his name letters, Alhumdo Lillah. 
 
30:30 Part: This is the perfect religion. 
30:30 Part: But most people do not know. 

 
What is the perfect religion about which most people remain unaware?  
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 8 and 12 in each part to reveal the name of the 
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messenger 128 in reverse order. The perfect religion of monotheism can only be followed and 
practiced through the messengers of Allah. Why is it so? It is because when you believe and 
follow the messenger, you prove that you accept Allah’s Absolute Authority to do as He wills 
and submit to Him. (refer to verses 3:20, 21:108) 

 
The Pre-Decreed Uniqueness in creation of the messenger’s mind, body, and soul. 
 
20:41 I have made you just for Me. 
19:7 Part: We never created anyone like him before. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters are 206 and 512, the diff. is perfectly 306. 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and GV of Allah letters is 157, revealing the sum of 165. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters is Perfectly 19 in both parts of verses. 
 
Revealed: The sum of digits of Verse 20:41 is 2+0+4+1 = 7. The next verse 19:7 has the 
numbers 19 and 7 as the chapter and verse number. 
 
Revealed: The GV of all Arabic Letters are 876 and 591, the diff. is 285 = 19 x 15. 
Revealed: The GV of all Quranic Initials are 390 and 586, the diff. is 196 = 14 x 7 x 2. 
 
It is evident by the revelation of the Sacred Codes of 7-14-19 through Arabic letters and Quran’s 
Initials, as well as multiple other proofs, that Allah had pre-decreed the creation of the 
messenger for the specific purpose outlined in this Sermon.  
 
The above verses with their proofs of precision have revealed that Allah created the messenger 
unique with mind, body, and soul, just for Himself. He reveals and confirms that the creation of 
the messenger is unique, and that He never created anyone like him before with the same traits, 
wisdom, and proven guidance which comes through his name and letters embedded and woven 
in the sacred Quran. 
 
91:7 The soul and Him who created it. 
 
Revealed: The Verse Number is 7, the messenger’s letters are 7, as well as the GV of Allah 
letters is 7. The Proof reveals the coding of the messenger’s soul by the Creator to be wrapped 
around and embedded with the Miracle of Seven and Seven Pairs. Subhan Allah. Both the 
chapter and verse numbers are multiples of 7 as well.  
 
91:7 Part: The soul.  
Part: And Him who created it. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Arabic letters is 196 and 119; both numbers are multiples of 7 and 
reveal the diff. of 77.  
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Revealed: The GV of Arabic letters in the entire verse is 315 and GV of Quranic Initials is 
217, both are multiples of 7 and reveal the diff. of 98, - the solid proof behind the creation of the 
soul. The number 98 is 7 x 14. 
 
91:7 Part: And Him who created it. (wama sawwaa’haa). 
 
Revealed: The Arabic letters is 7 that are matched with GV of Allah letters being 7, revealing 
the great miracle of Seven Pairs, Subhan Allah. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 3 and messenger’s letters is 4, revealing the diff. of 1. The 
proof reveals that Allah Ta’ala created the messenger’s soul and blessed it with all the 
revelations, signs, and miracles for the future, at which point he was to be inspired to recite them 
to the people.  
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 112 = 14 x 8. The GV of messenger’s letters is 
112, it is Allah 66 who has created it, and the sum of 112 and 66 reveals the name of the 
messenger 178, Praise be to my Lord.  
 
The ‘soul – nafs’ is created by Allah and bears His Signature and Stamp of 14 and 19. 
50,80,60 = 14 x 19 x 1910 
 
The GV of “soul” is 190 = 19 x 10 
 
91:7 The soul and Him who created it. 
91:8 Then showed it what is evil and what is good. 
91:9 Successful is one who redeems it. 
91:10 Failing is one who neglects it. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are precisely 19 in the set of 4 verses on the soul.  
 
87:14 Successful indeed is the one who redeems his soul. 
87:15 By remembering the name of his Lord, and observing the contact prayers (Salat). 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 2 and 2 – Perfectly Matched. One of the ways to redeem your 
soul is by remembering the name of your Lord and by observing the 5 daily salats. 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 6 and 6 – Perfectly Matched to reveal the glorified 
name of Allah.  
 
91:7 The soul and Him who created it. 
87:14 Successful indeed is the one who redeems his soul. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 3 and 2, revealing the diff. of 1 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 6, revealing the diff. of 1. 
Revealed: The verse numbers are 7 and 14 revealing the great miracle of Seven Pairs. 
 
89:27 As for you, O content soul.  
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89:28 Return to your Lord, pleased and pleasing. 
 
Revealed: The sum of digits of this pair of verses is: 2+7+2+8 = 19. 
 
89:29 Welcome into My servants.  
89:30 Welcome into My Paradise. 
 
Revealed: The sum of digits of this pair of verses is: 2+9+3+0 = 14. 
 
89:27 As for you, O content soul.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 8 and messenger’s letters is 9, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
89:28 Return to your Lord, pleased and pleasing. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters is 6 and messenger’s letters is 7, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
Note the revelation of messenger’s letters as 7 upon returning back to my Lord, pleased and 
pleasing. The Proof and Miracle of 7 conforms to verse 15:87 that states this number. 
 
15:87 We have given you the seven – sab’aa. The messenger’s letters up to “sab’aa” is 7 and 
Arabic letters is 14, revealing the embedded miracle of Seven and Seven Pairs, as well as 
confirming the great Miracle to be part of the messenger’s soul here on earth and upon returning 
back to his LORD, happy and contented. Glory be to Allah. 
 

The Predetermined Will of Allah is engraved in Verses 76:30 and 81:29 
Allah has willed what the messenger wills 

 
76:30 Whatever you will is in accordance with Allah’s will. Allah is Omniscient, Wise. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 20 and messenger’s letters are 19, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
81:29 Whatever you will is in accordance with the will of Allah, Lord of the Universe. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 15, revealing the diff. of 1.  
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are perfectly inscribed as 12 and 8 in each verse, 
revealing the name of the messenger, 128, Subhan Allah.  
 
The following Verse 18:51 is the only one in the Quran that informs us that Allah Ta’ala never 
permitted anyone to witness the creation of the heavens and the earth, nor the creation of 
themselves. This proves that Allah is the only Creator and there is no other god beside Him. 
This is the origin and source of the Sacred Words “La Elaha Ellah Allah, 165.” If Allah were 
to appoint anyone to witness His creation, then the witness could have claimed to be a god also, 
or a second god. This is the reason for not allowing anyone to witness the creation process.  
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This verse has been locked in so far, though I have reflected on it many times, but no proof was 
ever revealed. I always found this verse very intriguing and implored my Lord to open up and 
reveal the verse, as it could provide a logical argument and proof to tell the disbelievers that 
Allah is the One who created the universe and all the creations without any witness, therefore it 
proves that He is only One and Alone. 
 
While typing the Sermon, I was inspired to reflect on the verse, and my Lord has finally blessed 
me with the true miracle that reveals the glorified name of Allah 66, as well as His messenger 
296, through the letters of the messenger. 
 
18:51 I never permitted them to witness the creation of the heavens and the earth, nor the 
creation of themselves. Nor do I permit the wicked to work in My kingdom. 
 
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 57 and Quranic Initials are 38, revealing the diff. of 19. 
The mix of Arabic letters and Quranic Initials to reveal the precise number 19 for “Waahed – 
One” shows how complex the composition of the Quran’s verses are – with the mix of letters to 
reveal a specific number. This establishes and supports the truth that Allah is the only Creator, 
and no one other than Him can be a Lord.  
 
18:51 Part 1: I never permitted them to witness the creation of the heavens and the earth. 
Part 2: Nor the creation of themselves. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 382 and 316, revealing the diff. of 66, Praise be to 
Allah for granting me the Proof of His name through my letters. 
 
Part 3: Nor do I permit the wicked to work in My kingdom. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 296, revealing the title and role of “messenger” 
who has been appointed and approved by the Most Gracious to teach and explain His 
revelations. Now we have the revelation in the name of Allah as well as of the messenger who 
has been created to serve Him by reciting and delivering His messages. 
 
Through Verse 18:51, the Most Gracious has proved that He created the heavens and the earth, 
and did not allow anyone to witness the creation of the heavens and the earth, nor the creation of 
themselves. The next 2 verses are addressed to the disbelievers who ignore, disregard, and refuse 
to believe that Allah is One, and that He created them and everything else by Himself and does 
not have any partners. These verses are addressed to the idol worshipers who set up gods beside 
Allah, and worship them instead of Allah. On the Day of Judgment, when they are summoned 
and called to account, they will be ashamed, disgraced, and will be full of remorse. They will be  
condemned to the Hell Fire for eternity without any leniency, reprieve, or recourse. 

 
18:52 The day will come when He says, "Call upon My partners, whom you claimed to be gods 
beside Me," they will call on them, but they will not respond to them. An insurmountable barrier 
will separate them from each other. 
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16:27 Then, on the Day of Resurrection, He will disgrace them and ask, "Where are My partners 
that you had set up beside Me, and had opposed Me for their sake?" Those blessed with 
knowledge will say, "Today, the shame and misery have befallen the disbelievers." 

 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and 14 in each verse, revealing the great and 
glorified Miracle of Seven Pairs, confirming that the disbelievers who set up any idols and 
partners with Allah will be held strictly accountable and the retribution will be severe for them. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 29, revealing the diff. of 14. Praise be to Allah for the 
double Miracle of Seven Pairs through the Aleefs of Absoluteness and the letters of Allah. 

 
18:52 The day will come when He says, "Call upon My partners, whom you claimed to be gods 
beside Me," they will call on them, but they will not respond to them. An insurmountable barrier 
will separate them from each other. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and letters of “Waahed – One” are 17, revealing the diff. of 
2 gods. This is the profound “revelation of 2 gods” to warn the disbelievers that Allah is fully 
aware of those who set up partners with Him and worshiped them as if they were gods. 
 
16:27 Part: Those blessed with knowledge will say, “Today, the shame and misery have befallen 
the disbelievers.” 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19. This is confirmation that the believers who are blessed with 
true knowledge will curse the disbelievers and tell them that the shame and misery that they had 
been warned about has befallen on them for failing to take heed when they had the opportunity in 
earthly life. 
 

Predetermined Decision of Allah 
 
8:42 Part: But Allah was to carry out a specific decision that was predetermined by Him.  
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, specifying Allah’s “predetermined decision” for 
the messenger to grant him the ultimate miracle of seven pairs. 
 
8:42 Part: But Allah was to carry out a specific decision. (walakin lay yuk zaya Allah amrun) 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 128, revealing the specific decision to appoint 
Makbool Husain as His profound warner and messenger before the ultimate Day of Judgment.  
 
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 17 and Allah letters are 8, revealing the name of the 
messenger through the Pattern of 178. 
 
8:44 Part: For Allah willed to carry out a certain plan that was pre-decreed by Him. All 
decisions are made by Allah. 
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 matched by messenger’s letters 19, Praise be to Allah for 
the Matching Revelation under the sacred code of 19. 
 
8:44 Part: For Allah willed to carry out a certain plan that was pre-decreed by Him. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 11, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
8:44 Part: For Allah willed to carry out a specific plan. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 7, revealing the glorified miracle 
of seven pairs to prove and explain the interpretation of the Quran through the specific miracle of 
Seven Pairs.  
 
8:44 Part: All decisions are made by Allah. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and messenger’s letters are 8, revealing the diff. of 1. 

 
 

Pre-Recording of everything even before the creation 
 
57:22 Anything that happens on earth, or to you, has already been recorded, even before the 
creation. This is easy for Allah to do.  
 
58:6 The day will come when Allah will resurrect them all, then inform them of everything they 
had done. Allah has recorded everything, while they have forgotten it. Allah witnesses all things. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14 and 7 in each verse, revealing the Sacred Miracle 
of Seven Pairs.  
 
The Miracle from Allah proves the verses, that whatever events happen on earth or to the 
humans has already been recorded, even before the creation of it. This kind of Miracle and 
Masterwork is incomprehensible and unfathomable to understand. This is where the line is drawn 
and distinction is made between the Creator and the created. The Initiator and Creator has the 
unlimited power and wisdom to do anything that He wants, desires, and feels like (which may 
seem like illusion or magic to the human eyes and minds) whereas the human beings have 
measured and limited power to do the things as authorized and allowed by the Creator. Allah’s 
Power is irrevocable and infinite, and no one can overrule Him, whereas the human capabilities 
and powers are revocable by the One who grants them and is only temporary. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 25 and 24 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1, Subhan Allah. 
Revealed: The messenger's letters are 35 and 34, revealing the diff. of 1, Subhan Allah. 
 
57:22 Part: This is easy for Allah to do. 
58:6 Part: Allah witnesses all things. 
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and 7 in each part of verses, revealing the glorified miracle 
of Seven Pairs. 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 8, revealing the diff. of 1.  
 
57:22 Part: Anything that happens on earth, or to you, has already been recorded, even before 
the creation.  
  
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is a Perfect 786 **see section 4 for details**  
to reveal the opening statement of the Quran through the coded number expressing the glorified 
words: Bismillah Al Rahman Al Raheem. The concept and vision of the Lord of the Universe 
was to have all kinds of creations in the Universe and it all started with His Glorified name: In 
the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful, as the proofs reveal through the 
gematric values of messenger’s letters in Verse 57:22, Subhan Allah. Allah is Eternal and has 
existed even before creating the heavens and the earth and everything was initiated and created 
by Him through His Name and the sacredness of: Bismillah Al Rahman Al Raheem. (In the name 
of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful) 
  
58:6 The day will come when Allah will resurrect them all, then inform them of everything they 
had done. Allah has recorded everything, while they have forgotten it. Allah witnesses all things. 
  
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 784 = 14 x 14 x 4 
 
The sum of the digits of chapter and Verse Number are 5+8+6 = 19, and so are the digits of 
messenger’s gematric value of 784 being 19. Note that the mention of Allah in the Verse occurs 
precisely 3 times, in order to highlight the great “Miracle of 3” in the Quran. These phenomenal 
revelations and proofs are being revealed through the 3rd messenger from the Quran, bringing the 
“Ultimate Message and Miracle” to the people through the fulfillment of “Prophecy of 
Ahmed.” Some of the examples on the “Miracle of 3” are given in later pages. 
 
57:22 Part: Has already been recorded, even before the creation. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 70 and GV of messenger's letters is 366, revealing the 
diff. of 296 for "Rasool - Messenger." This proof and revelation through the mix of GV's of 
Allah and His messenger's letters proves that the Most Gracious had already chosen the human 
being as His future messenger and recorded it in His Master Record even before creating 
anything or anyone. 
 
58:6 Part: ALLAH has recorded everything, while they have forgotten it. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger's letters are 7, revealing the profound 
miracle of Seven Pairs through the mix of Allah and His messenger's letters, Subhan Allah.  
 
Revealed: The GV of all Arabic Letters in the 3 words that make up this part of the verse is 
297, revealing "a messenger - rasoola." It was predetermined by Allah, Most Glorified, in the 
past that He will send a profound warner and messenger under the metaphorical name of 
"Ahmed" as given in Verse 61:6 before the Day of Judgment to deliver the serious and ultimate 
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coded message supported by His profound Miracles to the people. The messenger, Makbool 
Husain had already been chosen and selected for this righteous task, mission, and delivery of 
Allah’s serious and proven Message to all the people on earth on August 19, 1997, Praise be to 
Allah. In the land where the messenger lives, the date is written with the year followed by the 
date and the month. Hence, the numerical pattern is: 1997,19,8 = 14 x 142657. It has been 
precisely 14 years from the time of inspiration and decree of Allah to be His humble 
servant and messenger till now, Praise be to Him.  
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 77, (7 x 11) and the GV of messenger's letters 
is 190, (19 x 10) revealing both the Sacred Miracles of 7 and 19. This proves that the sacred 
numbers of 19 and 14 narrated in the Quran through verses 74:30 and 15:87 are part of the 
unfathomable planning and wisdom of Allah Ta'ala at the time, and before creation. Allah had 
already encompassed everything for the future including the “miracle numbers as proofs” for 
His Narrations (Hadees) to be delivered as "proven messages" through His Authorized 
messengers to generations of human beings later on, as revealed through the important verses on 
this subject.  
 
4. The Universe and creations were initiated by Allah (saying)  
“Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-Raheem” 
 

98:2 A messenger from Allah is reciting to them sacred instructions.  
98:3 In them there are valuable teachings. 

 
55:77 Which of your Lord's marvels can you deny? 

 
The Miracles enshrined within the Statement of Bismillah Al Rahman Al Raheem– The GV 
of Allah letters is 128, revealing the name of the messenger Husain, Subhan Allah. 
 
This is the Revelation of the messenger’s name at the outset of the beginning of the Quran, 
through the 1st Verse and the 1st chapter of the Quran. The words, the meaning, and the proofs is 
already enshrined in the sacred statement at the time of creation and even before, Subhan Allah.  
 
Revealed: The messenger’s name initials in the “opening verse” are 12, and Allah’s letters are 
8, revealing the name of the messenger 128 through the Pattern and mix of letters. 
 
There are a total of 114 occurrences of the “opening statement” in the Quran.   
 
114,128 = 14 x 8152 and 128,114 = 14 x 9151 
 
The GV of Allah letters in Bismillah Al Rahman Al Raheem is 128 and the total occurrence of 
the opening statement is 114 times in the entire Quran. The diff. between 128 and 114 is 
precisely 14, revealing the great Miracle of Seven Pairs, Subhan Allah. 
My Lord has truly blessed me through His immense mercy to include my name letters to be part 
of the sacred statement and verse saying: Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-Raheem. This reveals the 
truth that the role of the messenger was already decreed and predetermined by the Omnipotent 
and Eternal Lord way back in the past – the time cannot be estimated or fathomed. The 
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comments of the messenger are all based on the verses and the proofs revealed through them that 
provide the insight into the “hidden secrets and miracles.” May my Lord forgive me if I have 
exceeded any limits or transgressed against His Absolute Authority. The Miracle numbers of 19 
and 14 are also proven to be part of the grand scheme of creation – as they constitute the Stamp 
and Signature of Allah on everything that He has created and exists in the Universe.  
 
These sacred words are linked to Allah and have been part of Him from Eternity. Here is the 
Proof: 
 
786,66 = 14 x 5619 
 
Miracles enshrined in the Sacred Verse of Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-Raheem.  
 
The first 7 Arabic letters of the “opening verse” reads: Bism Allah. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and messenger’s letters are 5, revealing the diff. of 1,  
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is inscribed as 162 for Al-Islam or Submission. It is 
also the GV for Al-Salat – the Contact Prayer. Praise be to Allah who has coded the first 7 
letters of Bism Allah that are also the first 7 letters of the Quran. At the outset and the beginning 
of the Quran, and before going deeper and progressing to other verses and chapters, Allah has 
revealed the great Miracle of 7 that was destined and pre-decreed to be granted as a Profound 
Sign to the messenger at the right time, as well as the unchallengeable  “Revelation of 1” and 
most of all, He decreed Submission for the messenger for which I am deeply grateful to my 
LORD.  
 
Revealed: The Arabic letters, or messenger’s letters in Bism is 3 and Allah letters are 4, 
revealing the diff. of 1. The pattern of 34 reveals that 66 numbered verses occur precisely 34 
times in the entire Quran, with the last occurrence in chapter 56, verse 66, saying, 

 
We Lost 

 
The Quran’s first words comprising of 19 Arabic Letters start with “Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-
Raheem.” The sacred scripture narrates the “heavenly feud” whereby satan (Iblees) challenged 
Allah and His Absolute Authority to mislead and send all His servants astray, except a FEW. 
The sincere and reverent believers know that the Universe was initiated and created by Allah 
through His command and under His glorified name. On the Day of Judgment, satan and his 
followers will have no power at all, the test for the humans and jinns will be over, and they will 
readily admit after seeing Allah’s Awesome Power and retribution that “they lost.”  
 
Continuation of Verse 1:1 The first attribute in the sacred statement is Al-Rahman (Most 
Gracious), which is also the glorified name of the Lord. The GV of messenger’s letters is 128 
within the Sacred Name of Most Gracious. 
 
The combined GV of messenger’s letters in Bism Allah and Al-Rahman is 290. The GV of  
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messenger’s name within the 2nd attribute of Al-Raheem is 88, revealing the diff. of 202 for 
LORD - the One who has bestowed His mercy upon the messenger to encode his name letters in 
the most important verse and statement as well as in the entire Quran.  
 
To augment the Miracle of 162 as revealed through “Bismillah” regarding Allah’s Decree to 
create the messenger for Submission, He will reveal the messenger’s full name 306 through 
another verse to confirm the miracle. 
 
5:3 Part: And I have decreed Submission as the religion for you. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is perfectly 306 revealing the full name of the 
messenger, Praise be to Allah. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 in the verse with the GV of 306, revealing the diff. of 
296, to proclaim the word “Rasool – messenger.” 
 
It is an important command to recite “Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-Raheem” before you do anything 
or eat anything. There is only 1 example through the past messenger, Noah, who recited 
Bismillah before sailing with the few believers per Verse 11:41. The Verse bears the Miracle of 
Seven Pairs through the letters of Allah and His messenger. You can see that a vast number of 
verses are coded with the Miracle of Seven Pairs, as Verse 15:87 states (Read the Verse). Allah 
has not forgotten to code this only verse as an example to the importance of reciting His Name 
before doing something or eating from His provisions.   
  
11:41 Part 1: He said, "Come on board. “In the name of Allah” shall be it’s sailing, and it’s 
mooring.  
 
Revealed: The sum of digits of chapter and verse number is: 1+1+4+1 = 7. The Verse is fully 
coded through the Miracle of 7, and 7 pairs. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are perfectly 14, Subhan Allah. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 15, revealing the diff. of 1. The 
“revelations of 1 and Seven Pairs” revealed through Allah and His messenger’s letters by this 
example sets the precedent to recite Allah’s name before doing anything. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 462 revealing the scripture called “Al-Furqan – 
The Statute Book.” The number 462 (7 x 66) is a multiple of 7 and 14. The message is hereby 
magnified through the revelation of the book called Al-Furqan that has been revealed again by 
Allah to His messenger, Subhan Allah.  
 
11:41 Part 2: My Lord is Forgiver, Most Merciful. 
 
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 14, revealing the Miracle of Seven Pairs. 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters for each part are 462 and 156, the diff. is 306. Praise  
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be to Allah who has confirmed the most important statement of the Quran and His command, by 
revealing the Miracle of Seven Pairs and the name of the current messenger Makbool Husain, 
306.  
 
The Proof again confirms that the messenger’s name and letters are embedded in the most 
important and sacred verse of Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-Raheem that predates the creation of 
everything in the Universe. 
 
The Quran was prophesied in the previous scriptures and the prophecy came to pass over 14 
hundred years ago. The Scripture was already preserved in Allah’s Master Record only to be 
revealed to prophet Muhammad at the appropriate time. As the proofs reveal, the name of the 
messenger had already been envisioned, encoded, inscribed, and embedded in the Quran’s verses 
and words even before its revelation to messenger and prophet Muhammad. 
 
15:87 Part: And the great Quran. 
 
Revealed: The sum of the digits of chapter and verse number is: 1+5+8+7 is 21 = 7 x 3 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7. 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 63 = 7 x 9, and GV of messenger’s letters is 266 = 14 x 
19.  
 
The unlimited number of miracles and proofs that have been revealed so far and witnessed by the 
believers is hereby confirmed through the actual part of the verse saying, “And the great 
Quran.” 
 
I am writing another profound miracle of seven pairs that is “New” for the “opening statement” 
as well as Allah’s Authorization through Verses 81:19-20. The new revelation and proof will 
enlighten you to Allah’s immense wisdom and His mercy to include the messenger in the 
sacred verses and statements. This is the beginning of “New Proof and Miracles” and has just 
been revealed. Allah’s words and miracles are inexhaustible – they can never run out. To set 
the precedent for the “new revelation,” Allah has chosen Verses 1:1 and 81:19-20 from the 
Quran to proclaim the greatness behind the Miracle of Seven Pairs granted to the messenger as 
the most profound SIGN, that confirms everything stated in the “Great Quran” per Verse 15:87. 
 
1:1 In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. 
 
I am going to write the GV of each letter that belongs to Allah as well as each letter that belongs 
to the messenger’s name, next to each other as they appear in the verse. There will be no 
repetition of the GV of letters that are common to Allah and His messenger, for example the 
letter “laam GV 30” will be taken once each time it occurs in the verse. 
 
Allah and messenger’s letters GV’s: The Complex Mix reveals that Allah and messenger’s 
letters and their values are intertwined and inscribed together in the verses to reveal the 
incontrovertible miracle thus presenting a grave challenge to the human and jinn devils and 
virtually making it impossible to copy, fabricate, and imitate the sacred revelations. (Refer to 
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Verses 3:78 and 6:93 regarding the distorters and the consequences awaiting them. As you can 
see, both chapters with verses are multiples of 14 and 7) 
 
Allah and messenger’s GV’s: 2,60,40,1,30,30,5,1,30,8,40,50,1,30,8,10,40  = 14 x 
18600093075093457500934360 
 
Allah letters GV only: 1,30,30,5,1,30,1,30   = 14 x 9307509295 
 
Messenger’s Letters GV’s only: 2,60,40,30,30,30,8,40,50,30,8,10,40 =  
 
14 x 1860021645060035934360 
 
The above were 3 Profound Miracles that were embedded in the “opening statement” for ages 
and centuries, and remained the “Hidden Secret” of Allah, till revealed now to the messenger, 
Subhan Allah. This effectively locks in the verses by connecting the letters and their values to 
one another to be divisible through the predetermined code and miracle of seven pairs, thus 
making it impossible to alter, change, replace or fabricate even one letter of the verse, as the 
letters are for more than one entity – they are inscribed under Allah and His messenger’s 
names, thus making it impossible for the human and jinn devils to venture into the Quran and to 
succeed in distorting or removing letters or words from the verses, as they are linked and 
interconnected like a chain or a rope. NOTE that the verses revealed through the MIRACLE 
OF 14 CANNOT BE DIVIDED BY 19. The examples revealed by Allah, Most Wise are 
specifically through the Miracle and Revelation of Seven Pairs. 
 
The next proof and miracle is through verses 81:19-20 regarding the truthful utterance of the  
messenger, who has been fully Authorized by the Possessor of the Throne, and fully supported 
by Him. 
 
81:19 This is the utterance of an honorable messenger.  
 
Messenger’s GV’s: 5030100630606301040 (19 digits) = 14 x 359292902186164360 
 
81:20 Authorized by the Possessor of the Throne, fully supported. 
 
Messenger’s GV’s: 101006501030401050 = 14 x 7214750073600075 
 
Bismillah Al Rahman Al Raheem is the opening statement of every chapter in the Quran (113 
chapters have it) except for chapter 9, as it had 2 false verses 9:128-129 injected into the Quran 
by the distorters, at the end of the chapter. These verses were removed from the Quran by 
messenger Rashad Khalifa upon inspiration and command of Allah, as they did not fit the pattern 
of the verses, words, and the miracles of 19 and 14 that protect and guard the Quran from the 
distorters. The missing Bismillah has been accounted for by the Most Wise by inscribing it as 
Verse 27:30 to complete the pattern of 114 counts and to be a multiple of 19. The numbers 
chosen by Allah for the verse is 27:30. By adding the number 27 up to 30, the sum revealed is 
precisely 114. Praise be to Allah, the missing Bismillah in Chapter 9 is covered in Chapter 27 
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to complete the predetermined and measured count of 114. From Chapter 9 to Chapter 27, these 
are 19 chapters, to reveal the Miracle and Proof of the missing Bismillah in Chapter 9.  
 
The Miracle: In Chapter 27, from Verse 1 to Verse 29 just before the substituted Bismillah in 
27:30, the cumulative count of Allah letters is 462, which is 7 x 66. It is also the GV of “Al-
Furqan” – the Statute Book. This book has been authored, composed, compiled, and structured 
by Allah, Most Wise in ways incomprehensible and unfathomable to the human beings, and 
serves a grave warning and reminder to the distorters of the Quran, who thought that they would 
not be caught or exposed, but they were totally wrong. Even if centuries have passed by, the 
Living and Eternal, Omniscient and Omnipotent, the Almighty and Cognizant, Lord of the 
Universe had not forgotten the distorters and disbelievers crime and blasphemy against Him and 
His Sacred Quran, and has finally exposed them in this day and age through messengers Rashad 
Khalifa and Makbool Husain. Glory and Praise be to ALLAH. 
 
Let me explain and shed some light on the preceding and incredibly important verses and their 
proofs. Some might think and take it as routine proofs and miracles revealed through the verses 
just like other verses I recite with proofs. These verses are different in the sense that they take 
us back in history of unknown time and offer matching and parallel proofs for Allah and His 
messenger. The blessing and mercy of Allah of inscribing the messenger’s letters in such 
verses explains and sheds light on the predetermined, pre-decreed, and pre-encompassed plan 
and decision of Allah, Most Wise to include the human being, Makbool Husain in His Master 
Plan of Creation as His future messenger. To fulfill this predetermined plan and decision, the 
Most Gracious has therefore inspired ALL the Proofs of the Quran as narrated through the 
verses. 
 
The importance of pronouncing Allah’s name, “asm Allah” is mentioned through many 
verses. I will cite a few to enlighten you to the significance of them, as they relate to Bismillah.  
Please read the quoted verses below: 
 
Refer toVerses: 6:118, 6:119, 6:138, 22:28, 22:36, 61:6, 87:1, 87:15, 96:1. 
 
Let me narrate to the believers the proof through the verses and words, as an example, to 
enlighten them to the importance and the reason for taking Allah’s name before eating any food 
made lawful by Him and before doing anything in life. 
 
6:118 Part 1: You shall eat from that upon which Allah’s name has been pronounced.  
Part 2: If you truly believe in His revelations.  
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 10 and 11 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.  
 
6:119 Part: Why should you not eat from that upon which Allah’s name has been mentioned?  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16 and messenger’s letters are 15, revealing the diff. of 1. 
The Sacred Words: “Asm Allah” – name of Allah.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 4, revealing the diff. of 1. 
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 67 and of the messenger is 160, revealing the sum of 
227 – a revelation that “the believers – 227” will always take the name of Allah as commanded 
through the verses, Glory be to Allah. These are heavy, unique, and distinct marvels from my 
Lord who has coded even the words through Allah and His messenger’s letters to reveal 
specific and meaningful numbers, that support and augment the truth of the verses and words. 
 
The Sermon will grant the believers another opportunity to glorify and praise the Lord of the 
Universe for His immense mercy upon the believers to reveal the hidden and coded revelations 
from within the verses of the Quran. Some of the miracles have been revealed in the past to the 
messenger, but a lot of them are new. The new miracles and proofs are always revealed when I 
address any subject spontaneously. Praise be to Al-Rahman. 
 
The hidden content of the Quran was totally unknown and unheard of by the believers and all 
the followers of all the scriptures in the past till my Lord chose and blessed me with the 
"hidden secrets" embedded deep inside the words and verses of the glorious Quran, Subhan 
Allah.  
 
Allah is the One who designed, planned, structured, and constructed everything including the 
“opening statement” of Bismillah as a full verse and statement. He is the One who decided to 
code it with the GV of His letters to reveal the number 128 which He knew and was fully aware 
of, before creating the messenger that it will also be his name as a human being when He creates 
him. He is the Knower of the future.  
 
4:70 Part 1: Such is the blessing from Allah.  
Part 2: Allah is the best Knower. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters in the verse are 14. 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 8, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
9:78 Part: And that Allah is the Knower of all secrets. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128. 
 
17:55 Part: Your Lord is the best knower of everyone in the heavens and the earth. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and GV of messenger’s letters is 352 for Quran. 
 
23:92 Part 1: The Knower of all secrets and declarations. 
Part 2: Be He exalted, far above having a partner. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 6, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
Revealed Part 1: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 7, Perfectly Matched by 
the Knower of all secrets and declarations, Subhan Allah. 
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First of all, the guidance parted through the sermons and mails is to let you know that Allah is 
indeed One, and does not have any partners in Creation, Sovereignty, Kingship, Control, life 
and death and Day of Resurrection. I have been inspired to reflect on verses that enlighten us 
and prove that Allah does not beget anyone nor is He begotten from anyone. He has always 
existed and will continue to exist – His Presence is Living and Eternal, be He Glorified.  
 
28:88 You shall not worship beside Allah any other god. There is no other god beside Him. 
Everything perishes except His presence. To Him belongs all sovereignty, and to Him you will 
be returned. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14 and messenger’s name intials are 19. Through 
the Miracle of Seven Pairs as well as the Sacred Codes of 14-19, Allah reveals and proves that 
He is the only Lord and that there is no other god beside Him. He also proves and confirms that 
His Presence is Eternal and everything perishes except Him.  
 
28:88 Part: Everything perishes except His presence. To Him belongs all sovereignty, and to 
Him you will be returned. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, confirming and proving the Eternal and Living 
Presence of Allah. 
 
55:26 Everyone on earth perishes.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 6, to reveal the diff. of 1. 
 
55:27 Only the presence of your Lord lasts, Possessor of Majesty and Honor. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, revealing Allah’s Eternal Presence, Majesty and 
Honor, Subhanahoo.  
 
2:255 Part: Allah, there is no other god besides Him, the Living, the Eternal. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 – the Miracle of Seven Pairs through messenger’s 
letters confirms the Truth again. 
 
20:111 Part: All faces will submit to the Living, the Eternal. (on the Day of Resurrection) 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 14, revealing the Miracle of 
Seven Pairs through Allah and His messenger’s letters.  
 
40:65 He is the Living; there is no god except He. You shall only worship Him, devoting your 
religion absolutely to Him. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 27 and messenger’s letters are 28, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 
40:65 Part: He is the Living; there is no god except He. 
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 8, revealing the name of the 
messenger 128 through the pattern and mix of letters. 
 
40:65 Part: He is the Living; there is no god except He. You shall only worship Him, devoting 
your religion absolutely to Him. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and Allah letters are 19, revealing the Sacred 
Codes of 7-19 to inform the people that they should worship only the Living and Eternal Allah 
by devoting the religion absolutely to Him.  
 
You have just witnessed the profound miracles in the foregoing verses that are marked 
mostly through the letters of the messenger, all in accordance with the will of Allah. You 
can now relate these verses and their miracles that are through the messenger’s name letters to 
the topic of this profound Sermon on predetermined and prerecorded decision of Allah, Most 
Praiseworthy. 
 
The Revelations and Proofs sent and revealed to the coded messenger "Ahmed" fulfills the 
Prophecy narrated in Verse 61:6. The purpose behind the revelation of distinct and intricate 
proofs is to provide undeniable, unchallengeable, firm, and incontrovertible proofs to mankind to 
establish and support the Truth that Allah is Living and Eternal, that Allah is One and 
Absolute, that Allah does not have any partners in Sovereignty, Kingship, and Control, that 
Allah does not beget nor is He begotten from anyone or anything, that He is and will remain 
the only Lord of the Universe for Eternity, and that His creatures will always be subservient to 
Him.  
 
Now I will turn to the subject of Allah’s foresight, vision, advance planning, and designing 
everything with a distinct wisdom, while encompassing the past, present, and future events 
including events and things that did not exist before creation, except for His Sacred 
Omnipresence and Omnipotence, as well as things and events that were going to happen in the 
future. 
 
The past messages sent through past messengers were different in the sense that the messengers 
were given physical miracles and signs that were not necessarily from the Scripture but were in 
accordance with the times and demands of the people who asked and questioned the messengers 
to show them some physical and tangible miracle, to prove that Allah exists and that the 
message was from Him. For example, Moses was given 9 profound miracles as narrated in 
Verses 17:101 and 27:12. My Lord has willed to prove what was given to Moses in the past for 
the first time, since He appointed me to be His messenger. 
 
17:101 Part 1: We supported Moses with nine profound miracles - ask the Children of Israel.  
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 – the Revelation to confirm the nine profound miracles  
granted to Moses for the Children of Israel.  
 
17:101 Part 2:  When he went to them, Pharaoh said to him, “I think that you, Moses, are  
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bewitched.” 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19. 
 
17:101 Part 1: We supported Moses with nine profound miracles. 
Part 2: Ask the Children of Israel. When he went to them, Pharaoh said to him, "I think that you, 
Moses, are bewitched." 
 
Revealed: In Part 1, the messenger’s letters are 14 and in Part 2, the Allah letters are 14. This 
provides the confirmation for the physical and tangible miracles granted to Moses as well as 
other messengers in the past.  
 
Part: (Pharaoh said) "I think that you, Moses” 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 266 = 14 x 19.  
 
Part: Are bewitched (mashoora). 
 
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters in this word “bewitched” is precisely 114, backing 
up the miracle of Allah granted to Moses with the full weight of the Quran’s 114 chapters. 
 
27:12 Part 1: Put your hand in your pocket; it will come out white, without a blemish. These are 
among nine miracles to Pharaoh and his people.  
27:12 Part 2: For they are wicked people. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 in Part 1 illustrating the Miracle granted to Moses, and 5 in 
Part 2 condemning the wicked people. The Revelation of 2 is thus created to enlighten the 
believers to the disbelief and idolatry of Pharaoh and his people.  
 
17:101 Part 1: We supported Moses with nine profound miracles - ask the Children of Israel.  
27:12 Part 1: Put your hand in your pocket; it will come out white, without a blemish. These are 
among nine miracles to Pharaoh and his people. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters in each verse mentioning the nine profound miracles granted to 
Moses are 7 and 7 – a Perfect Revelation of the Profound Miracle of Seven Pairs that has been 
granted to messenger Makbool Husain to confirm the past messengers and the miracles.  
 
When Pharaoh disbelieved in the miracle shown by Moses, he accused and labeled him as being 
bewitched. Moses responded by acknowledging and admitting that such “miracles” could only 
be manifested by none other than the Lord of the Heavens and Earth. He also told Pharaoh 
that he is doomed because of disbelieving and being arrogant. 
 
17:102 He (Moses) said, "You know full well that no one can manifest these except, obviously, 
the Lord of the heavens and the earth.  
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Revealed: The Allah letters are a Perfect 19 confirming that the Miracle granted to Moses was 
indeed from Allah – the One who manifests all the miracles in the heavens and the earth, while 
the messenger’s letters are inscribed as 20, to reveal the great revelation of 1, Subhan Allah. 
 
17:102 Part: I think that you, Pharaoh, are doomed.” 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 33 and GV of messenger’s letters is 260, the diff. is 227. 
As Pharaoh refused to believe and become a believer 227 in Allah, His messenger Moses, and 
the signs and miracles shown by him, it was determined by Allah that he is doomed, Praise be 
to Him. 
 
The truthful history of Allah’s physical Miracle granted to Moses that overpowered and 
swallowed whatever Pharaoh and his magicians fabricated to produce magic are presented 
through Verses 7:115 to 7:122 and through Verses 26:43 to 26:48. These comprise of precisely 
8 and 6 verses to total 14 Verses to reveal the Power and Omnipotence of Allah Ta’ala. 
 

Proof of Miracle granted to Moses Proven through the 14 Verses: 
 

Revealed: The 14 verse numbers encompassed in the great miracle granted to Moses by Allah 
is as follows: Verses 115 + 116 + 117 + 118 + 119 + 120 + 121 + 122 + Verses 43 + 44 + 45 + 
46 + 47 + 48, the sum is: 1221.  
 
Revealed: The sum of digits of above 14 numbers also reveals a revelation: (1+1+5) + (1+1+6) 
+ (1+1+7) + (1+1+8) + (1+1+9) + (1+2+0) + (1+2+1) + (1+2+2) + (4+3) + (4+4) + (4+5) + 
(4+6) + (4+7) + (4+8), the sum of all digits is precisely 114. The 2 profound numbers - 114 for 
the total number of chapters of the Quran and 1221 for the primary code of 19 in Verse 74:30 
confirm Allah’s miracles granted to Moses in the past. 
 
Through this one example of Miracles granted to Moses, Allah, Most Wise, confirms the past 
history, precedents, as well as the granting of physical and tangible miracles to past messengers. 
This proves that Allah is the One who granted Jesus, Moses, Abraham, Solomon, David, Noah, 
and others, miracles from Him as He willed, Praise be to Him. 
 
Can you possibly fathom the Revealed Proof and Miracle from the history of centuries past that 
is being confirmed now through the verses and revelations of the latter scripture (Quran), to 
prove the Truth from Allah through 14 Verses (which is the current miracle, Verse 15:87) with 
the embedded code and miracle of the Quran of 1221 (Verse 74:30)? 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters in the 14 verses are: 75 + 51 = 126 = 14 x 9. The miracle of 14 
confirms the 9 Miracles granted by The Most Merciful Allah to Moses. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters in the 14 verses are: 138 + 89 = 227, revealing the word 
“the believers.” The miracle of Seven Pairs is for the believers to appreciate and realize that 
Allah Ta’ala has granted miracles to the past messengers, just like He has granted this 
messenger immense and unlimited miracles to prove the Truth of the Quran including the past 
history and precedents.  
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Ending Note: The disbelievers cannot envision the heavy message sent through the messenger 
by Allah, Most High. The believers have witnessed an enormous amount of revelations through 
the miracles of 1, 7, 14, 19, as well as other profound miracles. Allah is showing extreme mercy 
to the followers of Quran by revealing and confirming all the past miracles that were granted to 
the messengers in the past, through the same miracle codes revealed and granted to this 
messenger. The more you reflect on them, the more you will realize that they are truly the 
fulfillment of “Prophecy of Ahmad” and confirm Allah’s predetermined plan regarding the 
messenger. The flow of revelations and miracles has been constant and consistent on diversified 
and varied subjects, Praise be to Allah. 
 
The disbelievers do not value Allah as He should be valued. They do not take the Quran 
seriously, and even though He has sent messengers to prove and confirm it, they still think that 
the messengers are fabricators, and keep denying by saying that Allah did not reveal anything. 
 
42:24 Are they saying, “He (the messenger) has fabricated lies about Allah?” If Allah willed, He 
could have sealed your mind, but Allah erases the falsehood and affirms the truth with His 
words. He is fully aware of the innermost thoughts 
 
46:8 When they say, “He fabricated this," say, "If I fabricated this, then you cannot protect me 
from Allah. He is fully aware of everything you scheme. He suffices as a witness between me, 
and you. He is the Forgiver, Most Merciful.” 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 13 and 12, revealing the diff. of 1, Subhan Allah. Do 
the disbelievers not know or realize that Allah is Absolute over His creatures and is fully aware 
of those who blaspheme His revelations and His messengers. In fact, He has made the 
messengers honorable.  
 
This is Part 1 of the Sermon. I will try to finish Part 2 over the next few days, Insha Allah.  
 
To be continued. 
 
 

Peace be upon the messengers. 
 

PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE. 


